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The present work offers an overview of the key issues in the
study of the emergence of state structures in Polish territory
between the beginning of the 10th century and the middle of
the 11th century. The introduction outlines the history of research and describes its current state. Particular emphasis is
placed on issues related to the millennium research program
and its impact on contemporary trends and areas of study. The
development of the territorial state is demonstrated using the
example of the changes in the structure, form, and function
of defensive sites. The article also presents a brief description of early-Piast central strongholds and an outline of the
process of the emergence of a network of central sites in the
territories controlled by the Piast monarchy. The development
of early state structures is closely linked with the adoption
of Christianity. The present work discusses issues related to
the archeologically discernible evidence of Christianization,
namely sacral buildings, changes in burial customs, and items
associated with liturgy or individual worship. The conclusion
points to the small (both territorially and socially) scale of
religious conversion and the close links between the early
Church and the structures of the state.

1. Introduction

“...the country of the Poles is far from the
routes of travelers and known to few, apart
from persons crossing to Rus’ for the purposes
of trade”
(Gallus Anonymus)

The adjacent sentence, taken from the oldest Polish chronicle,
which was compiled in the early 12th century, constitutes an
apt metaphor for the geopolitical location of Poland – one
equally applicable today as it was nine centuries ago. From the
modern perspective, the author’s remark is important primarily
as the documented opinion of a member of the intellectual
elite of Latin Europe, one who observed the political entities
that had emerged on its eastern periphery. Let us emphasize
two aspects of this opinion: 1) the location of this “country of
the Poles” in the marginal sphere, and 2) the lack of interest
in the events occurring on these outskirts when they were not
related to the role of Poland as a transit area in the network
of trade relations connecting the West of Europe with the
East. These two factors explain why our current knowledge
regarding the beginnings of the state located to the north of
the Carpathians and the Sudetes is based on a very small
and selective body of documents, one further thinned by the
passage of time. Incidentally, that statement is true of all the
regimes which emerged in the 10th century in the ‘younger’ part
of Europe, regarded as new lands to capitalize on and hence
the object of power struggles between the main ‘players’ of
the epoch: the German state, Byzantium, and the expansive
world of Islam (Cf. Berend, Urbańczyk, Wiszewski 2013).
The events related to the emergence of the stable
state organism from the 11th century onwards labeled Polonia
still constitute a topic for debate. Given the small number of
relevant documents, much hope was – and still is – associated
with archaeological sources. On the one hand, archaeologists
and historians agree that such sources are ‘silent’ – i.e., cannot provide answers to questions related to political events,
diplomatic schemes, the geopolitical strategies followed
by successive rulers, or the intellectual makeup of the elite
classes of this early state. On the other hand, this anonymity
makes archaeological sources ‘impartial’, in contrast to the
subjective narratives left by chroniclers. This latter fact is the
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grounds for the belief, still held today, that to arrive at knowledge it would be sufficient to collect enough such material,
classify it, date it, and let it ‘speak’.
However, the increase in the amount of sources and
the development of analytical methods have yet to bring us
closer to the magic moment when the material remnants of
the past might speak, thereby presenting us with a full and
impartial image of historical events. The formation of archaeological records is, naturally, a process that may be objectivized, primarily due to the repetitive nature of routine acts that
constitute everyday life, and the similar repetitiveness of the
influence of predictable environmental factors. This does not
change the fact that an archaeological layer with its mineral
and anthropogenic content is not a fossilized fragment of
ancient social structure or evidence of a specific event ‘frozen
in time’. Excavation works can only reveal the material traces
of everyday activities, ones only partially preserved and significantly changed by centuries of phenomena referred to as
‘post-depositional processes’. Archaeological sources have
been and will remain ‘silent’ – it is scholars who speak in their
name, by interpreting the data collected during excavation
works. The current version of the story of the beginnings of
the Polish state is as subjective and rooted in contemporary
events as the narratives presented by mediaeval chroniclers.
These issues would merit a separate article (Cf.: Wyrozumski 2003; Banaszkiewicz 2006; Brather 2008a: 14ff;
Rębkowski 2008; Urbańczyk 2008: 16-24; Kurnatowscy 2012;
Sikorski 2012c; Kara 2013: 306-308; with further literature). In
the present text I shall attempt to concentrate on the archaeological analysis of the beginnings of state structure in Poland.
I deliberately make no attempts at presenting a synthesis – or
even an image that would be a close approximation. I also try
to refrain from referring to historical discourse, especially its
‘political’ or ‘event-related’ aspects. It is my considered opinion
that archaeology has very little to offer in this respect, and
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archaeological divagations on the ‘geopolitical strategies’ of
The possibilities and limitations of archaeology will
first rulers, or the lamentably common practice of matching be illustrated using the example of two phenomena which
‘stratigraphic data’ collected from excavation sites to the few appear to be closely related to the development of territorial
dates recorded in chronicles, are indicative of some incom- authority and are clearly discernible in archaeological sources.
prehensible inferiority complex archaeologists display towards The first concerns the settlement structure, especially its focal
historians sensu strictiori, and also of their unwillingness to points (i.e., strongholds), and the changes observable in the
explore the cognitive potential of their own discipline. A health- course of the 10th and in the early 11th centuries. The other
ier approach would be to accept the course of political events significant issue is the reception of Christianity as a dynastic
outlined by historians and try to study long-term phenomena and state religion. This role may be presented on the basis
that occur in the background of these events and are crucial of an analysis of its material symbols – namely, the remains
for the changes in social structure, the visible result of which of sacral buildings, the changes in funerary customs, and the
was the emergence of a territorial state.
distribution of devotional items.
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2. The question of origins, or the history
of research

“…such a sophisticated form of social collaboration as the state could not have emerged
from a void”
(Kazimierz Tymieniecki)

Although I have stated that I do not wish to encroach upon the
territory of historians, it would be difficult to present the topic
without enumerating the most important dates in the century
in which the Polish state began to emerge. It should also be
noted that contemporaneous sources are very scarce and that
the majority of data comes from chronicles compiled at least
several decades after the relevant events (More on this issue:
Labuda 1988; 2002; Strzelczyk 1992; Hilczer-Kurnatowska
2001;Urbańczyk 2007; Berend, Urbańczyk, Wiszewski 2013:
34ff; Michałowski 2014; with further literature).
The discussion regarding the ethnic and cultural landscape of the lands lying east of the river Odra is far from over,
yet one thing is certain: onlookers from the Holy Roman Empire
did not consider these lands to be particularly interesting. The
state ruled by Mieszko I emerged out of this void in the 960s
and was, from the very beginning, perceived not as one of the
many Slavic chieftaindoms, but as a fully formed entity whose
leader possessed military power and the support of a territory. The ruler of this state followed a consistent policy in his
dealings with foreign authorities – recognizing the Emperor
as his superior and negotiating his position with regard to the
Bohemian ruler, dependent on the Ottonian state, as well as
with the leaders of the marks in the borderlands of the Empire.
This was made possible by his conversion to Christianity, which
took place in 966, preceded by marriage to a Czech princess.
At the end of his life Mieszko crowned his political success
by entering into a matrimonial alliance with a member of the
imperial elite and symbolically offering his state to Saint Peter
as fiefdom. In the year 1000 his son Bolesław made use of
a favourable political situation to gain his own archdiocese
and the promise of a royal crown. Bolesław was regarded by
Otto III as one of the crucial players in his plan of restoring
the Imperium Romanum, and after the emperor’s untimely
death in early 1002, Bolesław began implementing a policy
of rapid expansion: he briefly held control over Bohemia,
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intervened on behalf of his candidate for the ruler of Kievan
Rus’, and conducted a long, not always successful campaign
against emperor Henry II. The confirmation of his rank and
the completion of his imperial (on the scale of the region)
ambitions came in 1025, when he was crowned King. He died
later that year, and the crown passed to his son, Mieszko II,
related to the family of the Ottos by marriage. The reign of
Mieszko II coincided with the start of a deep crisis of the state
in the 1030s, which, among other things, resulted in the Piast
dynasty temporarily falling from power. The 1040s and the
1050s witnessed the restoration of state administration and
the structures of the Church – this time more permanently.
Such is the account of the first century of the existence
of the Polish state given by historians. The general course
of these events was never questioned. And yet the attempts
at answering the questions of how the state emerged, what
preceded it, and what secured its stability only on the basis of
historical documents have produced more controversies than
viable hypotheses. Consequently, the history of research on
the beginnings of the Polish state is sometimes every bit as
colourful as the deeds of the first rulers. It also demonstrates
how interpretations of the past can be deeply entwined in
the present, in current conflicts, and differing political ideas.
The significance of the origin story was clear even in
the Middle Ages. For this reason a brief narrative pertaining
to the beginnings of the state was included in the first Polish
chronicle compiled in the early 12th century by an unnamed
monk we have long referred to as Gallus Anonymus. A much
more detailed version of the tale appears in the first chronicle
written by a Pole – Vincent Kadłubek – at the beginning of
the 13th century, in a very different political reality. The common element in these two accounts is the emphasis on the
‘endemic’, ‘indigenous’ origins of the Piasts, who grew out of
the community and legitimized their power on the basis of
popular acceptance. Gallus also laid the foundations for the
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Fig. 1. The ruins of the palatium on Ostrów Lednicki
in the 19th century
Source: Żurowska 1998

myth of the Polish ‘golden age’ under the rule of Bolesław
I (Banaszkiewicz 1986; 1998; Strzelczyk 2006: 213-218; Samsonowicz 2008; Wiszewski 2013b; with further literature).
The first modern historiographers – in our understanding of the term – did not devote much attention to the early
Piast monarchy. In the 19th century the search for the reasons
behind Poland’s loss of independence seemed much more
significant, and the mythical ‘golden age’ was more often
associated with the Jagiellonian Dynasty. Records of the
beginnings of the Polish state, regarded as half-legendary,
inspired mainly the interest of writers while also fanning enthusiasm for relics of the ancient past – which was in accord
with the sentimental Zeitgeist (Fig. 1). Genuine interest in the
reign of the first Piasts was kindled not until the second half
of the 19th century, as a reaction to the brutal and ruthless
Germanization processes implemented, incidentally, in the
same region where Poland began – in Wielkopolska.
After Poland regained its independence in 1918, historians began to ‘make up for lost time’ after 123 years of
foreign rule. They set out to finish the process of editing
known sources, something already begun in the partition
period, and worked on the first synthetic publications and
monographs. The beginnings of state organization were not
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a popular subject, perhaps with the exception of research on
the legal and political aspects, and the structure of church
organization. Once more, the situation changed in response
to the aggressive historical policy implemented by German
authorities to prepare the ground for the repossession of the
territory that Germany lost after the First World War. Willingly
or not, Polish scholars engaged in a debate over ‘who was first
in Wielkopolska’. Archaeology was also involved (Kostrzewski
1949; see also: Abramowicz 1991: 148ff , with further literature).
In the 1930s archaeologists from Poznań began excavations
in the most important centres of the first monarchy, i.e., in
Gniezno and Poznań (Fig. 2). They did not manage to publish
their first, revolutionary results before the start of the World
War Two. The issue was brought up again after 1945, but in
a very different political reality.
Poland emerged from the Second World War as a country whose intellectual and political elites had been decimated
and whose historical and cultural legacy had been mostly
destroyed. Her sovereignty was limited by the Soviet Union
and the country’s borders were radically changed. The eastern part of the country, with such significant centres of Polish
culture and identity as Lvov and Vilnius, was incorporated
into the USSR. To compensate for this, the Soviet authorities
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Fig. 2. Excavations in Gniezno in the 1930s; stack-and-hook walls
Source: Kostrzewski 1939

presented Poland with the eastern borderlands of Germany,
as far as the river Odra. Consequently, the new borders of
Poland echoed their shape from the year 1000.
The propaganda potential of this fact was quickly noticed and utilized. The slogan of ‘a return to Piast lands’, promoted by the new government, became the cornerstone on
which the new inhabitants of Wrocław and Szczecin, forcefully
relocated from the territory annexed by the USSR, were to
build their sense of belonging. The postulate itself had been
known in intellectual and political circles even before the war.
Radical national activists had campaigned for the return to
‘Piast roots’ and a focus on the West; the nature of the scholarly environment in Poznań was shaped by the debate on the
ethnic and political aspects of the Piast monarchy. This gave
rise to the idea of the ‘millennium research project’ (Hensel
1946; Tymieniecki, Labuda, Łowmiański 1962).
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The project was designed to be a form for celebrating
the millennial anniversary of the foundation of the Polish state
and the symbolic return to its earliest roots – in terms of geography and ideology. This notion became the foundation for
a research program unparalleled anywhere in the world. The
aim was to provide a full range of data on the beginnings of
the Polish state using the methods of virtually all branches of
science pertaining to the study of the past. The leading role
was, naturally, assigned to historians – they were the ones
to synthesize issues and formulate research questions. Yet
the degree to which archaeology was involved was unprecedented in the history of mediaeval studies. The research
lasted more than ten years and was conducted (with a varying
degree of thoroughness) in all of the most significant sites
associated with the early stage of Polish state organization,
most notably Wielkopolska and the so-called Recovered
Territories. The reason for the choice was twofold. Firstly, in
the beginnings of the Polish state its ‘centre of gravity’ lay in
the Odra river basin. Secondly, archaeology was to provide
material, and thus irrefutable proof that these lands had always
been ‘Slavic’ or ‘Polish’; this latter aspect had a profound significance given the unstable post-war reality and the feeling of
the impermanence of the western borders, an anxiety which
grew stronger as a result of the Cold War.
The project was approved and financed by the new
authorities imposed upon Poland by the USSR and perceived
by the majority of Poles as a front office for a new occupying
force. The discourse of ‘the return to ancient Piast territory’
provided some legitimization for the government, as the party
who took up the work started 1000 years before by Mieszko
and Bolesław I. For scholars, who were mostly unwilling to
entangle themselves in relations with the new authorities, the
important factor was the opportunity to actively participate
in the restoration of national identity after the tragic events
of the war (Cf. Kobyliński 2007: 358-370). In this respect the
‘millennial’ project was a spectacular success: for a short
time archaeology became something of a ‘national pastime’,
and popular publications presenting research results were
circulated in tens of thousands of copies.
Just like everything in countries controlled by the USSR,
the millennium research program was enmeshed in an imposed ideology and political strategies. Although the promotion of Marxism was not as apparent in mediaeval studies as it
was in many other branches of culture or science, works from
that period bear the mark of the influence of Marxist paradigms, e.g., the perception of history as a process of evolution
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Fig. 3. Excavations in the
stronghold in Gdańsk,
1949.
Source: archive of Institute
of Archaeology and
Ethnology

fueled by the struggle to control the means of production (Cf.
Barford 1995). This view, reinforced by ethnic interpretation
perceived in terms of history and culture, is still apparent in
many studies pertaining to the early Middle Ages. The impact
of the positive evaluation of all signs indicating the ‘native’ or
‘Slavic’ origins of Polish culture was equally strong, as was
the juxtaposition of this culture to the destructive influence of
the West or, more directly, the ‘Germanic peril’. These trends
were rooted not only in the political situation at that time, but
also in the traumatic experiences of the recent war.
The present work is not the place to describe the ‘millennium research project’ in detail; the issue has been outlined
in numerous publications (Cf.: Hilczer-Kurnatowska 1997;
Lech 1998; Noszczak 2002; 2000a; Kobyliński 2007; Buko
2008: 11-18; Kara 2009: 11-46; with further literature). It should,
however, be remembered that the ‘millennial’ atmosphere is
still affecting Polish archaeological research focusing on the
early-mediaeval period. The project involved excavation works
at a large number of sites (Fig. 3). It resulted in discoveries that
disproved previous theories and changed our perception of
the first Polish dynasty – this pertains largely to the network
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of strongholds and the oldest examples of sacral architecture,
but also to the huge amount of movable relics that provided
much data on ‘the course of a day in Mieszko’s country’ (to
refer to the title of one of the popular publications from that
time). During the first few years of research, scholars participated – out of necessity, but also with enthusiasm – in works
that are best described with the then-unknown term ‘interdisciplinary’. The scale of the project and the keen co-operation
between archaeologists, historians, art historians, linguists,
ethnologists, and specialists in the natural sciences remains
unmatched to this day, while the discussion on the methodology of excavation works conducted since the early 1950s
was decades ahead of the achievements of English-speaking
archaeologists (Cf. Kobyliński 1991; 1998; 2007: 374-376; with
further literature).
Sadly, the political foundation of the project, which
contributed to its initial momentum, was also the cause of its
eventual failure. When the anniversary celebrations were over,
the authorities no longer displayed any interest in financing
extensive research. One after another, research teams were
dissolved. Hundreds of thousands of relics recovered from
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Fig. 4. Excavations at the rampart of the stronghold in Radom, 2010
Photographed by K. Solarska

the many sites went unelaborated, and volumes of documentation remained unedited and unpublished. What was left
after the ‘millennial project’ were full inventories, unfinished
excavations, and hastily published partial interpretations
which became self-corroborating axioms. The younger generation of researchers were wary of the ‘pro-Piast’ rhetoric
of the 1950s and the 1960s, seeing it as nothing more than
communist propaganda, and were thus unwilling to engage
in studies on the origins of the Polish state. The situation
changed only after the year 1989, when Poland regained its
sovereignty. Although much material of crucial importance is
still gathering dust in inventories, a program for verifying earlier
research results was begun in the 1990s (Fig. 4). The initially
modest enterprise made use of new methods, most notably
the possibility to date wooden elements of construction with
dendrochronology. Conducted at a much smaller scale than
the ‘millennial’ excavations, these works have nevertheless
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brought another revolution in our perception of the processes which occurred in Polish territory in the 10th century
(Hilczer-Kurnatowska 1996; Krąpiec 1998a; Kara, Krąpiec
2000; Chudziak, Moździoch 2006; Buko 2008: 18-28; Kara
2009: 47-52; Sikorski 2011b). These discoveries have sparked
a renewed interest in the origins of state structure, indubitably
influenced by the political discourse concerning the accession
of Poland to the European Union. The discourse portraying
this step as ‘civilizational advancement’ or depicting Europe
as a set of common values that grew from the foundation of
Latin Christianity contained an emphasis on the parallels between the contemporary decisions and the political choices
made one-thousand years ago.
This brief overview of the history of research on the
beginnings of the Polish state is relevant for understanding
the role that archaeology played in all these processes. The
priorities of the ‘millennial’ program dictated that the research should focus on the centres of state organization in
Wielkopolska. It comes therefore as no surprise that only the
amount of material from this region is sufficiently large to allow
analyses of the pace of the changes in settlement structure
and cultural models in the period in question. Such attempts
have already been made, yet the effects are somewhat questionable, not as much because of flaws in methodology, but
due rather to the tendency to repeat the a priori assumptions
developed during the ‘millennial’ research. These include the
evolutionary perception of the ‘process of history’, a focus on
the interpretation of the socioeconomic aspects of the early
state, and a wish to compose ‘historical’ or ‘quasi-historical’
narratives not preceded by a critical evaluation of the nature
of archaeological sources or dialogue with actual historians.
As an aside, it might be noted that the most characteristic elements of the ‘millennial’ legacy included the tendency to appropriate historical theories and hypotheses for
archaeology and vice versa (Cf. Sikorski 2007; 2011b; 2012c).
This mutual borrowing was largely indiscriminate and did not
result in any complementary research projects that would
initiate a dialogue between history and archaeology making
use of discipline-specific theoretical frameworks, analytical
tools, and methods of data interpretation. The attachment to
grand narratives displayed by archaeologists specializing in
the mediaeval period and their tendency to perceive their
discipline as the ‘younger sister’ of history also result in their
reluctance to engage in theoretical analyses that would go
beyond the historical and cultural paradigm. Regrettably,
the call to make use of theoretical frameworks and analyt-
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ical tools of cultural anthropology remains unanswered (Cf.
Posern-Zieliński, Kairski 2004; Urbańczyk 2006; 2008: 16ff;
Banaszkiewicz, Kara, Mamzer 2013).
Another important characteristic of the current state of
research is the certain ‘inbred’ quality of the main directions
of archaeological interpretation, i.e., attempts to focus only
on Polish territory, disregarding the broader geographical and
cultural context. As mentioned above, the ‘centre of gravity’
lies in the ‘cradle’ of Polish statehood, while all phenomena
that were occurring in ‘peripheral’ regions are discussed only
in the context of ‘expansion’ or the ‘annexation’ of new territory.
With very few exceptions (Urbańczyk 2008), archaeologists
display no interest in analyzing the origins of the Polish state
in the context of pan-European processes that shaped the
systems of government, social structures, and cultural codes
(Cf. Kara 2009; Buko 2008: 175n, with further literature).
The result is stagnation in research that constitutes the
very basis of archaeology, most significantly in editing and
publishing already recovered material – here the backlog can
be traced to the ‘millennial’ research project and has only
started to be tackled in recent years. There is still not enough
micro-regional studies that would present the dynamics of the
changes in the environment and the settlement structure and
connect archaeological data with the methodological tools of
natural sciences (Moździoch 1990; Kurnatowski 1994; Niewiarowski (ed.) 1996; Tobolski 2000; Brzostowicz 2002; Schubert
2003; Makowiecki 2006; Makohonienko, Kara, Koszałka 2011;
Makohonienko 2011). The only exception are dendrochronological studies and other methods of absolute dating, treated
with a dose of reverence as the source of seemingly objective
data for constructing ‘historical’ narratives (Krapiec 1998a;
1998b; Kara, Krąpiec 2000; 2005; Kara, Krąpiec, Teske 2006).
Studies focusing on specific categories of findings are very
scarce (Cnotliwy 1973; Buko 1990; Kočka-Krenz 1993). One
notable exception are works pertaining to items of Scandinavian provenance, perceived by most scholars as material
evidence of the presence of Norman peoples (Cf. Moździoch,
Stanisławski, Wiszewski (eds.) 2013, with further literature). In
the new geopolitical reality, such newcomers are no longer
perceived as ‘Germanic invaders’, but as bearers of culture
civilizing the Slavic ‘wilderness’. The fascination with Vikings
displayed by Polish archaeologists – which has luckily begun
to wane – is a subject deserving a separate publication (Cf.
Cattaneo 2009; Boroń 2013).
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‘Early-Piast’ archaeology has not benefited from the big
research projects related to the large-scale infrastructural investments undertaken in Poland in the last 25 years. Although
excavations conducted in connection with the construction
of motorways or the revitalization of historical town centres
have yielded interesting and often revolutionary data, the
influx of new information on the period between the middle
of the 10th century and the middle of the 11th century is, paradoxically, rather small. The main reason is the already-mentioned lack of interest in material analyses and studies on
the ‘rural’ landscape of the early Piast monarchy – and this
is the type of data documented by the results of excavations
conducted during large infrastructural projects. On the very
basic level, this results in difficulties in classifying findings and
a very general dating of sites (such as: 10th-13th centuries) and,
consequently, the lack of research on spatial organization,
architectural forms, and environmental adaptation.
In light of the above considerations, how should we
define the role of archaeology in the discourse on the origins
of state structure in Poland? In my own estimation, to limit all
work to complementing grand narratives with the necessary
‘socioeconomic background’ would be to follow a dead-end
street. The other extreme, i.e., making attempts to correct
historians, would be equally fruitless. The great and thus
far unused potential of archaeology lies in the possibility to
study the material traces of worlds which lay outside or on the
peripheries of ‘great’ history, the worlds of everyday human
struggles, from basic survival to nuances of social relations.
These worlds are inaccessible to historians, limited by the
available pool of written sources; and it seems that knowing
the biographies of the political players crucial for this part of
Europe in the 10th century does not suffice to understand the
course of events responsible for the progress or failure of
state organisms which were forming in that period. Only a look
from the perspective of everyday life gives us a chance to
comprehend the dramatic changes experienced by ordinary
inhabitants of Polish lands who found themselves involved
in a network of relations with the institution of a territorial
state. This allows us to see the strategies they adopted and
the consequences these choices brought to the structure of
the state itself, eventually determining the success or failure
of a given political project.

3. Strongholds, or the cultural landscape
“…they go to meadows abounding in water
and vegetation, whereupon they mark a round
or quadrilateral outline […] and pile earth and
strengthen it with wood and planks as one
would a rampart, until such earthwork reaches
the height they desire”
(Ibrâhîm ibn Ya`qûb)
Defensive sites surrounded by fortifications of earth
and timber became the element which appears to have had
the most impact on the geographic, social, and mental landscape of the inhabitants of Polish territory in the 10th century.
Even today, the physical remains of such structures are the
most numerous and perhaps the most easily recognizable
archaeological objects with a specific landform. They drew
the attention of the first generations of professional archaeologists to such a degree that in the middle of the 19th century
the period between the end of the 7th and the 9th centuries
acquired the – rather apt – label of ‘the stronghold period’
(the term is still used by Czech archaeologists).
Interpretations of the process of the construction of
strongholds and their actual role have been changing over
the years (Buko 2008: 223ff; Urbańczyk 2008: 113-128). In the
1950s and 1960s it was assumed that the first strongholds
were built at the beginning of the mediaeval period and the
increase in their number over time was seen as indicative
of ‘the disintegration of tribal communities’, i.e., a process of
stratification, the emergence of elite classes, and the struggle
for control over the means of production. The strongholds
were perceived as a visible effect of the process of ‘feudalization’ of tribal territories, which were later united into a single
monarchy under Piast rule. The early Piast strongholds were,
in turn, regarded as ‘the earliest cities’ – fortified settlements
of artisans and merchants featuring a seat of lay and clerical
authority. Even today, many scholars emphasize the military
function of strongholds, both ‘tribal’ and ‘state-owned’, interpreting them (perhaps unwittingly) in terms of modern battlefield tactics. Their works feature terms such as ‘sheltering
strongholds’ or ‘places of refuge’, ‘watchtowers’, ‘garrisons’.
‘lines of defence’ and even the Latin term ‘limes’.
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This view was revised when a large series of dendrochronological data was obtained from fortified sites in the entire north-western region of the Slavic domain. We now know
that, apart from a few isolated examples, the construction of
strongholds did not begin until the 9th century and became
a widespread phenomenon only in its final decades, i.e., not
long before the emergence of state organization. Lately,
strongholds are often regarded from the perspective of central
place theory; the framework is used to help us understand the
role of such structures in the world of tribal communities and
the structure of a territorial state (Chudziak 1999; Moździoch
1999; 2002: 189ff; 2012; Poleski 2004; Buko 2012; Urbańczyk
2014; with further literature). Attention is drawn to the possibly symbolic connotations of strongholds as the places for
appointing and executing authority, or performing rituals and
ceremonies important for the identity of the group.
In the case of sites associated with the early state the
discussion is limited to their chronology and their place within
the administrative structure of the country, usually determined
through the retrogression of the mentions of capitals of each
administrative unit, mostly found in 13th-century sources. As
regards the central strongholds of the early monarchy in
Wielkopolska (i.e., Gniezno, Poznań, Giecz, Lednica), scholars
also display a tendency to search for the signs of a given
stronghold being a ‘capital’, usually in opposition to it closest
neighbours. Until now, considerations regarding the role of
the strongholds in the economic structure or symbolic landscape of the early state has been the domain of historians,
although a number of ambitions archaeological attempts have
already been made.
After this rather lengthy introduction it might be easier
to regard the early-mediaeval ‘landscape of strongholds in
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Fig. 5. Strongholds from the ‘tribal period’ in Polish territory
1 – strongholds dated to the 8th and 9th centuries, 2 – strongholds with elements of fortifications of Moravian or Bohemian
origin, 3 – militaria found in stronghold or its hinterland, 4 – cult places, 5 – trade centers.
Source: Kurnatowska 2002, digital processing by M. Chwiej

Polish territory’ presented below as a phenomenon that is
used as the basis for often elaborate reconstruction of the
‘state-building process’, even though its significance is not
yet clear. Since archaeologists have no other choice but to
analyze phenomena from the perspective of long periods of
time, to identify the most significant aspects of this process,
we need to start with a brief outline of the situation at the
starting point, i.e., in the period preceding the emergence of
the state (see also: chapter 4).
Even a cursory look at the recently published map
showing the location of strongholds between the middle
of the 9th and the middle of the 10th century reveals that the
early division of the western region of the Slavic world into
a south-eastern and a north-western zone continued in the
centuries that followed (Fig. 5). In the area to the east of the
middle and lower course of the Elbe, in the Odra river basin,
and to the west of lower Vistula the concentration of fortified
sites is exceptionally large. In the upper and middle Vistula
river basin and in the Bug watershed only a small number of
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strongholds has been identified, with a larger cluster in the
vicinity of Kraków and in the Carpathian Foothills. A similar
situation may be observed in the south – fortified sites are
rare, with clearly visible clusters in the Česká Kotlina basin,
in the watersheds of the Morava and Váh, as well as in the
upper course of Tisza (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002: 42ff; Poleski 2004; 2013).
The concentration of strongholds is not the only difference. The strongholds in the region conventionally labelled as
the north-western zone are small structures whose total area
usually does not reach one hectare (2.5 acres). Strongholds
located in this area, sometimes referred to as ‘Tornow type
strongholds’ or ‘Tornow-Klenica type’, were typically founded
near wetlands in wide river valleys, on promontories, or isles
situated in lakes (holms). Their characteristic features also include the nearly circular outline, a sandwich construction of the
earthen walls (although some local variants and peculiarities
exist), and the tendency to erect buildings along the inner wall,
leaving an empty (sometimes paved) courtyard in the centre

3. Strongholds, or the cultural landscape

Fig. 6. Settlement structures in Wielkopolska in the first (1) and in the second half of the 10th century (2)

1 – early Piast central strongholds, 2 – early Piast strongholds constructed after ca. 950, ‘middle-sized’ centres,
3 – early Piast strongholds constructed after ca. 950 and abandoned before ca. 1050. Source: Kobusiewicz 2008,
digital processing by M. Chwiej
The Past Societies 5: 500 ad – 1000 ad
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(Henning 1998; Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002: 48-56; Brzostowicz
2002: 28ff; Kara 2009: 203ff; with further literature).
A different model was applied in the south-eastern
zone encompassing Małopolska and Upper Śląsk. The vast
majority of strongholds in the region are large, enclosing an
area of several to several dozen acres. They are located atop
hills or on promontories by the edge of a deep river valley.
Such structures are sprawling, with the outline of the walls
following the natural topography of the area. Fortifications
also vary (often also within a single site) – from simple earthen
ramparts to sophisticated structures of timber, earth, and stone.
The closest analogies are fortified settlements from Moravia,
the Česká Kotlina basin, and lower Austria, even though such
sites are usually larger in size than the ‘tribal’ fortifications of
Małopolska (Poleski 2013: 58ff).
If we consider the location of Wielkopolska with regard
to both the above described zones, we will see that the main
strongholds of Mieszko’s state, emerging in the second half of
the 10th century, stood on the borderlands of the north-western
zone. To the east of the middle Warta and Prosna there lay
a ‘transitory’ area with no strongholds of its own, dividing the
‘Tornow’ zone from Małopolska. The array of settlements in
Wielkopolska was nonetheless very varied; this diversity ought
to be discussed, as it facilitates analysis of the phenomena
to which researchers refer as the ‘state revolution’ (Fig. 6).
The most clearly defined group comprises the settlements in the south – by the upper and middle Obra. The
region of Gniezno had no dense network of settlements,
only relatively small clusters located far from one another
– namely, around the stronghold in Giecz and in the vicinity
of the southern banks of lake Lednica. Other notable settlement clusters were located further east, by lake Gopło and
around the stronghold in Biskupin. The area between the
lower Odra and Warta river, to the west of the present-day
city of Poznań, also constituted a clearly discernible, densely
populated ecumene.
The settlement structure was probably indicative
of some cultural diversity. The lands of central and northern Wielkopolska were a remote, peripheral region of the
above-mentioned north-western cultural province; the settlement clusters in the Gniezno region also belonged to that
sphere. south-western Wielkopolska, in turn, had connections
with the southern zone, encompassing Lower Śląsk and Lusatia and stretching as far as Bohemia and Moravia. These
links are apparent in the stylistic features of certain items of
everyday use, but even more in the militaria and riding equip-
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ment found in ‘Tornow type’ strongholds, especially the type
of spurs ‘with inward-bent hook-shaped fastenings’. The rather
lengthy term is related to the type of fastening and to some
extent also with the shape of the spurs, originating from the
regions south of the Carpathian Mountains. Specific types of
items indicating a strong southern influence also include iron
bowls, described in relevant literature as the ‘Silesian type’.
It is assumed that such items were used as non-monetary
currency (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002; Kara 2009: 208ff).
The function played by strongholds in the structure of
local communities is still unknown performed (More on this
issue: Henning 1998; Kurnatowska 2000: 109ff; Biermann,
Frey 2001; Biermann 2006: 164-168; Tymowski 2008; 2009;
Urbańczyk 2008: 117-121; 2010: 18ff; with further literature).
Findings of weaponry and horse tack allow us to associate
such structures with the local elite. What is more, clearly discernible traces of bustling activity within the walls coupled
with very little evidence of residential buildings indicate that
strongholds were not a permanent place of residence for
‘tribal’ chieftains, but rather sites where certain ceremonies
significant for the hierarchy of power were. Strongholds could
also have acted as visible symbols of the self-sufficiency
or independence of small segmentary communities whose
system of government is best described by the term ‘barbarian collectivism’ coined by Karol Modzelewski (2004). Such
a function would explain the high concentration of these sites
in the region under analysis (although other interpretations
have also been considered – cf. chapter 4).
The Polish state emerged from such a foundation in
the 960s and was regarded by its western neighbours as an
independent and expansive political entity.
3.1. Wood, silver, and slaves – or ‘laying the foundation for statehood’
It must be repeated that until the early 10th century the lands
later dubbed Wielkopolska lay beyond the scope of interest
of the most important political centre in this region – the
East-Frankish state. Its rulers were gradually extending their
control over regions east of the river Elbe and north of the
Danube, primarily by forcing Slavic chieftains into tributary
relations, but also by actively influencing the emergence of
political entities to the east of the borders of the Empire. The
most spectacular example of the latter policy was the creation
of Great Moravia – a state that was as impressive as it was
short-lived. It evolved rapidly from a satellite state into an
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autonomous entity manoeuvring between the Latin Empire
and Byzantium. The active political stance of Frankish rulers
towards their Slavic neighbours, very reminiscent of the Roman
practice of divide et impera, is also apparent in the colourful
history of the tribal chieftains in the Česká Kotlina basin, systematically eliminated over the course of the 10th century by
the Přemyslids, who wished to have a monopoly on contacts
with the Empire (Leciejewicz 1989; Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2001:
90-93; Lozny 2004; Berend, Urbańczyk, Wiszewski 2013: 48ff;
Sobiesiak 2013; with further literature).
Not much is known about what was happening further
east and north. At the beginning of the 10th century the idea
of statehood had not yet crystallized in Rus’. Scandinavian
activity on the southern shores of the Baltic Sea was incidental,
aside from the trading post of Truso, located on the border of
Slavic and Prussian territory, and Wolin at the estuary of the
river Odra (see: chapter 6). We have equally little knowledge
of western Balts, even though archaeological data suggests
that the 10th century brought dynamic changes also to this
area and that the processes were stimulated by local chieftains striving to gain more prestige (see: chapter 5). Equally
interesting and similarly unclear processes were occurring
in the area later labelled as Małopolska. This issue shall be
discussed in a further section; for now let us merely note
that the inhabitants of this region had a distinct culture and
had cultivated strong connections with their southern and
south-eastern neighbours since the very beginning of the
mediaeval period (Kurnatowscy 2003; Hilczer-Kurnatowska
2005; Poleski 2013).
It appears, therefore, that Wielkopolska had the best
chance to experience a relatively peaceful process of transformation that changed a ‘tribal collective’ into the political
system of a state. The closest neighbours were focused on
their own affairs, i.e., engaged in a permanent contest for
prestige on a local scale. The distance dividing Wielkopolska from already organized and expansive countries was
large enough to safeguard her against ‘friendly assistance’
in the difficult task of building a new state, but small enough
to allow trade and political contacts. The watershed of the
river Odra provided a link with both the north and the south;
furthermore, there were no physiogeographic barriers that
might hinder expansion or the integration of new territories
with the ‘core’ area.
The transition towards a centralized organization is
apparent in archaeological material – namely, in the evidence
for the construction of a network of new strongholds and the
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destruction (either violent or gradual) of old settlement structures (Cf. Kara 2009: 253ff; Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Kara 2010;
with further literature). This process did not start in the most
densely populated region of southern and western Wielkopolska, where the concentration of strongholds was high, but on
the eastern periphery, populated to a much smaller degree.
Dendrochronological dating has confirmed that between
the 920s and the 930s at least three new strongholds were
constructed in the region: in Grzybowo, Giecz, and presumably on Ostrów Lednicki (‘Lednica Holm’). They differed from
the ‘Tornow type’ in terms of size and the magnitude of the
fortifications.
The stronghold in Grzybowo is the largest of the three;
it is likely to have been built first and functioned for the shortest period of time – it was destroyed or abandoned before

Fig. 7. The stronghold in Grzybowo
1 – the outline of the walls, 2 – the probable location of the gate, 3
– the outline of the walls of the ‘inner’ stronghold (early 10th century),
4 – the conjectured extent of the wetlands in the river valley, 5 – the
conjectured course of bodies of running water. By M. Trzeciecki
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Fig. 8. A bone arrowhead found in the stronghold in Grzybowo
the middle of the 11th century (Brzeski, Kurnatowska,
Source: Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Tuszyński 2003
Tuszyński 2000; Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Tuszyński 2003).
It deserves a closer analysis, since the confluence of
events (although indubitably unfavourable for GrzyThe spatial arrangement of the interior of the
bowo) provides us with the opportunity to observe an
early-Piast centre in statu nascendi, unchanged by later
fort remains unknown. Due to the size of the site only
redevelopment, extensions, or changes of function.
a small fraction of the stronghold has been excavated,
Many of the conclusions regarding the methods of
despite the many years of research. The excavations
construction of fortifications, the arrangement of the
have uncovered mainly various types of pits, coninterior, or the items recovered from the site hold
ventionally labelled as ‘utilitarian’, as well as traces
true in the case of other early Piast strongholds.
of two square-planned residential buildings, slightly
Sometime at the beginning of the 10th century
recessed below ground level. There is one more
a small, circular stronghold was built in the wide,
finding that deserves mention – a stone pavement
marshy valley of a small river called Struga (Fig. 7).
with lumps of iron slag, fragments of clay vessels
The fort covered an area of around one acre and
with iron cinder stuck to the underside, and amorwas surrounded with a rather modest wall of earth
phous fragments of items made of iron. Such a site,
and wood. Dendrochronological data suggest that it
interpreted as the remains of a smithy or a place
was constructed in the early 920s. Not much more
for the preliminary processing of iron produced in
is known, apart from the fact that after a period of
bloomeries, is one of the typical elements known
only about ten years the stronghold was rebuilt
from the interior of possibly every stronghold from
the early Piast monarchy.
into a structure of unprecedented size (at least in
The set of finds recovered from Grzybowo
Wielkopolska). The earthen walls were widened,
and an outer ring of fortifications was added, suris also very characteristic. Naturally, the majority
rounding the older site from the south. After the
consists of ceramic vessels, which may be divided
reconstruction was completed the walls of earth
into two groups. Apart from simple hand-built pots
and timber measuring up to 18 metres at the base enclosed decorated with horizontal or undulating lines, the site has also
an area of an irregular quadrangle measuring around five yielded vessels thrown on a potter’s wheel, with horizontal
acres. The walls themselves had a stack structure typical for decorative grooves covering almost the entire surface. In
‘Tornow type’ strongholds, but adapted to the majestic size the latter case the decoration sometimes features incisions
of the complex. The width of the wall included nine stacks of a comb or a stamp, arranged in horizontal compositions.
of logs averaging 2 metres in length, arranged horizontally The manufacturing technique, form, and decoration of such
and alternated with layers of earth. The ramparts were most vessels is standardized enough to suggest a degree of spelikely broader at the base than at the top. The base of the cialized production, most likely catering to the needs of the
outer pile of the sandwich construction featured a very char- inhabitants of the stronghold.
acteristic architectural element – logs made of forking tree
Ceramic shards and animal bones are not the only notrunks, arranged perpendicularly to the axis if the wall. The table findings from Grzybowo. The site has also yielded many
logs were cut in such a way that they formed a characteristic beads – made of glass, amber, and sometimes from carnelian
‘hook’ upon which rested the logs of the first layer of the stack stones. Fragments of ornamental bone combs also constitute
construction (Cf. Fig. 2). Given the statics of the structure, a common find. As an aside, it may be noted that such items
it may be assumed that the wall could have been even 10 are the subject of a heated discussion regarding the technique
metres tall. The wood for the fortifications came mostly from of decoration, which may suggest links with Scandinavia or
oaks and ash trees – species that are durable and water-re- the area of Bohemia and Moravia. Other interesting bone
sistant. Scholars conducting research in Grzybowo have items include a triangular arrowhead – which is a surprising
estimated that the construction works required the use of finding given that its form evokes associations with nomads
around 350,000 logs (each about two metres long), as well from the Great Steppe rather than with Wielkopolska (Fig. 8).
as 850,000 m3 of earth, sand, and clay.
The ‘oriental’ connections maintained by the inhabitants of the
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Fig. 9. The settlement complex in Giecz
1 – the outline of the walls, 2 – stone structures, 3 – the outline of the walls of the ‘inner’ stronghold
(9th century), 4 – open settlements, 5 – causeway, 6 – the conjectured communication routes, 5 – the
conjectured outline of the lake which no longer exists. A – the palatium, B – remnants of the older church
beneath the existing structure of the church of St. John, C – the church of St. Michael in the settlement
adjacent to the stronghold. By M. Trzeciecki

stronghold may also be indicated by the discovery of a hoard
of Arab dirhams hidden in the stronghold courtyard after the
year 953, or the fragment of a dirham coin recovered from one
of the dwellings. To complement this seemingly random array
of items, we should also mention the silver ring decorated
in ‘Scandinavian’ style and silver temple rings (considered
a very ‘local’ type of decorative item).
Giecz is next on the list of the first strongholds erected
‘by the state’ (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2004d; Krysztofiak 2007;
Buko 2008: 317-321; Makohonienko, Kara 2011). Slightly smaller
than Grzybowo and with a less mysterious past (the name of
the fort and its history was recorded in written sources from
the 11th century), it is of crucial importance to the analysis of the
beginnings of the Polish state, due to one feature – it is the
only central Piast site that functioned continuously since the
11th century. Moreover, in contrast with the other strongholds,
established in crudo radice, the stronghold in Giecz was
located in a micro-region which had had a relatively dense
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population as early as in the 7th century. The earlier site was
discovered by accident – as is often the case in archaeology –
during a research project centred around the (equally unique)
11th-century church of Saint John. The team found remains of
the almost completely levelled walls of a small circular fort.
More importantly, the researchers were able to ascertain the
nature of the connection between this site and the massive
main walls of the stronghold. The following section enumerates what they managed to establish.
As indicated by dendrochronological data, after the
year 865 a small ‘Tornow type’ stronghold with stack walls
was built on a promontory above a lake which no longer
exists (Fig. 9). It covered an area of only 0.5 acres. Between
the 930s and the 940s the walls were rebuilt – more layers of
stacks were added and stabilized with wooden hooks on the
outward-facing side. The outer slope of the wall was covered
with an additional layer of clay and faced with stones. The
width of the reworked wall reached ca. 14 metres at the base.
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Fig. 11. The helmet found in the stronghold in Giecz
Source: Kobusiewicz 2008

Fig. 10. The sword from the stronghold in Giecz
Source: Sankiewicz, Wyrwa, Pudło 2011

These fortifications were conjoined with a new line of walls
located to the south of the original stronghold and constructed using similar methods, which encircled an area of ca. 3.5
acres. Reconstruction works conducted later (in the 980s and
at the beginning of the 11th century) pertained mostly to the
external walls surrounding the entire complex, yet the partition of the inner area of the stronghold remained unchanged
until the structure ceased to be used in the 13th century. In
the early 11th century the above-mentioned church of St. John
was built in the encircled northern part of the stronghold; the
construction of a palace complex with an adjoining chapel in
the southern part of the stronghold was started at the end of
the 10th century, but never finished (see below).
As in the case of Grzybowo, very little is known about
the organization of the space within the walls. Only the immediate vicinity of both the stone structures has been thoroughly
studied. It may be stated that the stronghold was mostly
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filled with small surface-level buildings featuring a log frame
structure. The only clearly discernible traces point to the
processing of iron in the stronghold courtyard. The recovered
items include the same categories as in Grzybowo – beads,
temple rings of bronze and silver, bone combs, and frames.
The site has also yielded a bone pommel for a whip handle,
which is a remarkable finding, as its closest analogies come
from areas much further to the east. Very few military items
have been found – mainly arrowheads, heads of axes, and
a sword dated to the early 11th century discovered by the
wood-paved road connecting the stronghold with the adjoining settlements (Fig. 10). Interesting findings in this category
include spurs with a deeply bent heel band and fastening in
the form of rivet plates; the design of these spurs differs from
those found in the ‘tribal’ strongholds. Another unique finding
is a decorative helmet found within the walls of the stronghold
in the first half of the 19th century. The item is conical in shape
and was made of four pieces of sheet copper covered in
gold foil. The sides featured appliqué ornaments in the form
of flowers with four petals. The helmet was crowned with
a sleeve for fitting a plume (Fig. 11).
The last of the earliest Piast strongholds, erected on the
island Ostrów Lednicki (Fig. 12), is unusual due to its location
– on a nearly inaccessible island in the middle of the largest
lake in Wielkopolska (Żurowska (ed.) 1993; Makowiecki 2001;
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Fig. 12. The stronghold on Ostrów Lednicki
1 – the outline of the walls, 2 – stone structures, 3 – the outline of
the walls of the ‘inner’ stronghold (1st half of 10th century), 4 – wooden
bridges, 5 – findings of militaria beneath the waters of the lake.
A – the palatium, B – the Church II. By M. Trzeciecki

Górecki 2002; Schubert 2003; Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2004b;
Buko 2008: 309-316; Makohonienko, Makowiecki 2011. The
dating of the successive stages of its construction is still disputed, yet the works appear to have proceeded similarly as
in Giecz and Grzybowo. At the beginning of the 10th century
a small stronghold surrounded with a stacked wall was built
on the southern bank of the island. The width of the base of
the wall did not exceed 4 metres, while the enclosed area
measured only one acre. Expansion began relatively soon, presumably in the 930s or 940s. The existing wall was widened
to ca. 10 metres, and another line of fortifications, combining
hook-and-stack framework with a box construction, was added
to the northern section. The expanded stronghold covered an
area of around 3 acres. The 960s witnessed the completion
of one of the most ambitious early-Piast ‘engineering’ projects
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– the construction of two wooden bridges along the shorter
axis of the lake to connect the island with the mainland (the
‘Poznań bridge’ – 450 metres in length, and the ‘Gniezno
bridge’ – 200 metres). Another restructuring project was
most likely conducted in the 970s. The walls of the ‘inner’
stronghold were levelled and the structure was replaced with
a stone palace building with a chapel. A second church was
erected in the northern part of the stronghold.
Apart from monumental buildings, the walls of the
stronghold also enclosed an array of typical wooden residential structures of log frame construction. An interesting
group comprises square buildings with the floor below ground
level, entered through a small corridor. Such structures were
built at the end of the 10th century in the vicinity of the palace
complex. Their remarkability stems from the fact that the
closest analogies to such structures may be found in western
reaches of Małopolska. Moreover, in the damp ground of the
island the construction of deeply recessed buildings appears
to have been an unwise choice, to say the least.
The unusual location and the presence of monumental
buildings are not the only features distinguishing Lednica from
other strongholds. The site also yielded a large number of
items testifying to the high status of the island’s inhabitants.
Archaeologists have found a very rich array of ornaments,
including items of gold and silver, representative of Ottonian and Byzantine style, as well as ‘Scandinavian imports’,
so valued by researchers in recent years. The set of items
recovered from the ruins of the ‘church II’ (see below) has
no equivalent anywhere in Poland. Yet the most impressive
discovery comes from the waters of the lake: it is a collection
of several hundred pieces of militaria recovered from the
remains of the two bridges (Fig. 13-14). The set includes e.g.,
an iron helmet, nearly 60 axes, and spearheads decorated
with copper and silver appliqués. These militaria are worth
analyzing in more detail.
The stronghold on Ostrów Lednicki was burnt in the
1030s, most likely in 1038, during the Czech raid aimed at
recovering the relics of Saint Adalbert. The numerous military
items recovered from the lake have long been associated
with the battle allegedly fought between the defenders of
the stronghold and the Bohemian invaders. There is, however,
a different interpretation that could be taken into account
– one that provides an image as picturesque as the vision
of a violent struggle on a burning bridge sinking into the
waters of the lake. The intriguing facts pointing to the alternative hypothesis are as follows. Firstly, a large number of the
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Fig. 13. Militaria discovered in Lake
Lednica
Source: Górecki 2005

weaponry found at the banks of the island and the nature of
these findings was highly selective (with a clear prevalence
of offensive weapons). Secondly, no remains of the fallen
warriors have been discovered. This evokes the – seemingly
distant – association with the custom of depositing weapons
in lakes and swamps, which was still practiced in northern and
north-eastern Europe at the time. Additional evidence is provided by the specific location of the site and the supposition,
sometimes entertained by modern archaeologists, that the
stronghold in Lednica might have had a ritual function, which
could have been the reason for choosing the island as the
location of a sacral complex clearly associated with the liturgy
of baptism. It is impossible to judge whether the militaria are
traces of a heroic defence of the island or votive items thrown
in the waters of the lake by warriors serving the first rulers
of Poland. In my personal estimation the latter hypothesis
corresponds to the ‘ideological eclecticism’ characteristic for
the beginnings of the new social order, in which there was
a place both for the sophisticated symbolism of the chapel
in Lednica, for the ritual sinking of the weapons of defeated
enemies, and for cremation burials which could have been
a common practice even long after the official Christianization
of the country.
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Giecz, Grzybowo, and Lednica appear to represent
a model of organization deliberately chosen for centres of
authority (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2000b; 2002: 48ff; Kara 2009:
290-308; Buko 2013). In each case the use of space is similar
(sensu largo, since nothing is known of the internal division of
the fortified area): the strongholds are bipartite, with an inner
circular fort adjoining an outer wall which encloses a space
of between 3 and 4 acres. The walls were built using similar
methods – stacking or a combination of timber-lacing and
a chest construction, with an external plinth stabilized by
horizontal hooks (Fig. 15). The fragmentary data pertaining
to the buildings within the walls point to the presence of
wooden structures that seem to have been standardized in
form. There are no distinct traces of specialized production
taking place in the stronghold, with the exception of smelting
and preliminary processing iron. The set of findings includes
standardized ceramic forms, which appear to have been made
to cater for the needs of a given stronghold (Cf. Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Kara 1994). The militaria recovered from the sites
– especially the spurs – indicate that the warriors from the
strongholds followed the military fashion of western and
northern Europe, especially the style preferred in the Ottonian
monarchy. Nevertheless, the sites also yielded items, mainly
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Fig. 14. Battleaxes discovered in Lake Lednica
Source: Sankiewicz, Wyrwa 2013

the most enigmatic. We know for certain that it was abandoned
before the 1050s and that the walls were burnt and partially
levelled. It is unclear whether this should be associated with
the Bohemian raid, the crisis of state administration which
occurred in the 1030s, or a decision made by one of the first
rulers wishing to reduce the number of ‘capital cities’. The
process occurred so soon after the stronghold’s construction
that no memory of the stronghold survived; we do not even
know its original name.
The short list of the most important state strongholds
does not include the ‘capitals’ of the early monarchy – Gniezno
and Poznań – described in many written sources. Dendrochronological analyses indicate that both sites were presumably built slightly later, closer to the 950s. The case of Gniezno
is more complicated and deserves a closer look (Kostrzewski
1939; Żurowski 1957; Sawicki 1998; 1999; 2001; Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2000c; 2004c; Hilczer-Kurnatowska (ed.) 2001; Kara
2009: 298-304; Makohonienko, Kara, Koszałka 2011).
As mentioned above, the earliest chronicles deliberately emphasized the ‘native’ origins of the dynasty and its close
connection to Gniezno as the ideological and political centre
of the ‘Polish’ community, existing even before the emergence
of Piast rule. This perception of Gniezno as the ‘nest’ of the
state and the dynasty, imposed on later chroniclers by Gallus
Anonymus’ narrative, was never contested. It was corroborated
by the use of the name ‘Gniezno’ to describe Mieszko’s state
in the famous document dating from the year 990, and by
the choice of the city as the location of the archdiocese and
the resting place of the relics of Saint Adalbert after the year
1000. Further evidence for the theory was provided by scholars working on the ‘millennial’ project, who recorded all the

horse riding equipment (stirrups, horse tack ornaments, whip
handles) whose closest analogies are from regions further
in the East. The same eclecticism – adopting stylistic forms
from perhaps all the neighbouring cultural centres – is also
apparent in ornaments and items of everyday use, such as
bone combs (Kara 2009: 256ff; with further literature).
The strongholds under analysis have one more common
feature – their heyday ended before the middle of the 11th
century. The history of Giecz is known from a unique written
source – namely, the work by the Bohemian chronicler Cosmas,
who recounted the raid made by duke Břetislav I in 1038 to
capture the relics of Saint Adalbert. The invaders captured
Giecz and forced its inhabitants to relocate to Bohemia. The
destruction of Lednica has already been mentioned above.
Both strongholds continued to function in the following centuries as seats of local officials, yet in comparison to the period
under analysis this was a meagre existence indeed. They did
not survive the structural changes introduced in the state in Fig. 15. A reconstructed model of the lower part of a hook-and-stack wall
the 13th century. The history of the stronghold in Grzybowo is By M. Trzeciecki
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Fig. 16. The stronghold in Gniezno
1 – the outline of the walls, 2 – stone structures, 3 – the location of the stone structure existing
before the stronghold was constructed (9th – first half of the 10th century), 4 – the conjectured
communication routes, 5 – the conjectured layout of bodies of water. A – the cathedral, B – the
unidentified structure beneath the church of St. George. By M. Trzeciecki

phases of the construction of Gniezno’s walls, stretching them
over a period sufficiently long (in the perception of Marxist
historiography) to accommodate a ‘state-building process’ – in
this case from the 8th century onwards. Dendrochronological
analyses of the wood from the oldest layers of the wall have
shifted this dating to a much later period – we now know
that the construction of the stronghold in Gniezno began in
the 940s. So, is Gniezno’s significance merely a construct of
the intellectual and political elites of 12th-century Poland? It
does not seem so.
In return for stripping Gniezno of the title of the oldest Piast stronghold, archaeology provided data indicating
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a ceremonial role played by this site during the period of
the formation of the state. The first remarkable feature is the
location of the stronghold, atypical for Wielkopolska: Gniezno
stands on an exposed post-glacial hill (later dubbed Góra
Lecha – the Mountain of Lech), between two lakes (Fig. 16).
A recently conducted analysis of the documentation gathered
during the over 70-year period of research works on Góra
Lecha shed some light on the ‘pre-stronghold’ stage in its
history. Various excavation pits revealed traces of a stone
structure, probably more than a dozen metres in diameter. It
may have been a relatively low mound of stones, between
which some charred matter, animal bones, and smashed
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Fig. 17. The settlement complex of Poznań in early 11th century
1 – stronghold, 2 – open settlements, 3 – burial grounds, 4 – main communication routes.
By M. Trzeciecki

fragments of ceramic vessels were found. The entire structure
was surrounded by a shallow ditch. Unfortunately, precise
dating markers are unavailable, and the object itself has not
yet been thoroughly studied – the only certain fact is that it
predates the construction of the walls. According to its discoverer, Tomasz Sawicki, the site was probably used until the end
of the 9th century; this hypothesis is also accepted by other
scholars. What is more, it appears that the first stronghold in
Gniezno encompassed an area to the south of this structure.
It found itself within the walls some time later, after the first
expansion of the stronghold. This does not mean that the
site fell into disuse.
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The first interpretations portray the site as a stone altar,
a place for offering sacrifice and performing ceremonies of
supra-local significance, such as e.g., the enthronement of
a new ruler. Scholars assumed that it was the wish to control
this ‘sacred mountain’ that fueled the conflicts between the
‘tribal’ chieftains in Wielkopolska and triggered the changes
that resulted in the emergence of the state. They referred
to the tales of Hradčany in Prague, where fortifications were
built at a pagan cult place called Žiži featuring an enthronement stone. This hypothesis would explain the importance
of Gniezno in the early Piast monarchy. The location of Góra
Lecha does not contradict this theory – the settlement network
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made an attempt to ‘institutionalize’ the native cults of Rus’ by
erecting a sanctuary near the stronghold in Kiev, dedicated
to all the known deities.
Both theories aside, there can be no doubt that
a stronghold was built on Góra Lecha in the 940s and that it
was expanded in successive stages in the 960s, 970s, and
980s. These works resulted in the creation of a quadripartite
complex covering a total area of ca. 4 acres. The topography
of the hill imposed some variation in the construction of the
walls: in the northern part, near the top of the hill, the walls
were erected on steps cut into the slopes, while in the central
section they were built directly on ground level. After all the
reconstructive works, the walls grew to an imposing width,
reaching even 30-40 metres at the base. Their construction
was relatively uniform and followed the model known from
Grzybowo and Giecz – with parallel stacks of layered logs
and hooks stabilizing the external layers.
Once again, it must be stated that not much is known
about the internal structure of the stronghold. In the case of
Gniezno the scarcity of data may be explained by the fact
that the site is now located at the centre of the modern city
and therefore access to it is highly limited. Research conducted in the interwar period found traces of log frame houses
occupying the majority of the space within the walls. Before
the year 1000 a stone church was erected in the central part
of the stronghold; in the following century this structure was
Fig. 18. The stronghold in Ostrów Tumski in Poznań
replaced with a large arch-cathedral basilica. Yet another
1 – the outline of the walls, 2 – stone structures, 3 – the outline of the
walls of the ‘inner’ stronghold (first half of the 10th century). A – the
church was built in the northern section of the stronghold,
cathedral, B –remnants of the palatium beneath the church of Our Lady. directly above the remains of the pagan ‘altar’. That choice
By M. Trzeciecki
of location was most likely deliberate.
The stronghold in Poznań was built around the same
around the hill was poorly developed, and, as indicated by time, on an island amidst the backwaters of the river Warta
the phenomenology of religion, sites associated with direct (Fig. 17). There is still an ongoing discussion over whether it
manifestations of the sacrum should be located far from the was founded in a previously uninhabited area or to replace
ecumene.
a small ‘tribal’ stronghold. It appears, however, that even
It would be difficult to dismiss research results or to before the stronghold was built the area had a small, rather
deny the existence of the structure. We may, however, ask diffuse population (Kočka-Krenz, Kara, Makowiecki 2004;
whether the ‘tribal’ world of Wielkopolska, imagined as a con- Kočka-Krenz 2005; Sankiewicz 2008; Kara 2009: 290-298;
glomerate of small, autarkic communities, had a place for Makohonienko, Makowiecki, Koszałka, Kara 2011; with further
a supra-local, monumental centre of cult. Perhaps the ‘sanctu- literature). The complex, roughly resembling the ones already
ary’ on Góra Lecha was fabricated by the constructors of the discussed, was constructed in the 940s at the latest (Fig. 18).
strongholds in Grzybowo and Giecz in order to provide some It consisted of a small circular ‘inner’ stronghold, stretching
religious legitimization for the authority they were imposing over an area no larger than 0.7 acres and an outer line of
on their neighbours? Let us refer to Nestor’s account of the walls enclosing around1.5 ha. The walls were timber-laced
strategy of Vladimir the Great who, before organizing a kind and reinforced – naturally – with wooden hooks. In contrast
of ‘audition’ for representatives of monotheistic religions, to the previously analyzed strongholds, Poznań had one more
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Fig. 19. Remnants of the walls
of the Poznań stronghold in the
Archaeological Reserve Genius Loci
in Ostrów Tumski
Photographed by M. Trzeciecki

ring of fortifications – a U-shaped wall surrounding an area
of ca. seven acres. All parts of the complex yielded traces of
small, square-planned houses of log frame structure, while
the southern section appears to have been a service area.
Findings from the oldest stronghold do not differ significantly
from the ones discussed above. The only item that ought to be
mentioned is a fragment of a mould for casting silver ingots,
regarded as a form of non-monetary currency.
In the 960s the stronghold was rebuilt, most probably
due to the difficulties connected with living on a damp island
regularly flooded by the Warta. Older fortifications were levelled and the wood was used to raise the level of the ground.
Practically the entire area of the island was covered with layers
of reclaimed wood, sand, and fascines. On this foundation
new ramparts were built; these partially followed the lines
of the old walls and had the imposing width of 20 metres at
the base. Other projects connected with the reconstruction
involved investments within the stronghold walls – the construction of a masonry structure, interpreted as a manor for
the ruler with an adjacent chapel, was begun in the smaller,
western section of the stronghold. The eastern part, in turn,
yielded traces of a large wooden building whose walls were
more than a dozen metres long. It is possible that this was
a structure connected with wielding power – akin to Germanic
halls or auditoriums in the palaces of the Ottonian monarchy.
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This is the part of the stronghold where Poznań researchers
locate the ‘missionary station’ and baptistery of bishop Jordan, allegedly built after the year 966, at the spot used in the
late 10th century to erect a cathedral. Although this issue will
be discussed in detail in a further section, it must be noted
that in light of the recent analyses of the oldest parts of the
Poznań cathedral, there is no data that would point to the
existence of any masonry structure older than the church of
bishop Unger, who succeeded Jordan.
The construction of the latter edifice began in the 980s,
concurrently with the last grand restructuring of the stronghold. The reconstruction works included raising the level of
the ground, widening the walls and adding another ring of
outer fortifications to shelter the stronghold from the north.
The walls were reinforced on the outward-facing side with
a massive plinth of wooden boxes filled with stones, not so
much for defensive purposes, but to make the stronghold less
susceptible to flooding (Fig. 19). The bridges in Lednica and
the stronghold in Poznań in the late 10th century may testify to
the high specialization of the ‘engineers’ from the early-Piast
period. It appears that the wooden residential houses disappeared from the stronghold at roughly the same time and
that the entire complex – with the stone-walled manor, the
monumental cathedral basilica, and the extensive fortifications
of wood, earth, and stone – was a grand manifestation of the
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political power of the rulers of the new state. This was probably the aim of all of the mentioned investments. The southern
part of the complex, in turn, remained unchanged and was
surrounded by a rather modest wall. This section provided
the supply base for the entire stronghold, as did the open
settlements located ‘in the mainland’, i.e., on the western and
eastern bank of the river Warta (Cf. Fig. 17).
The events connected with the construction of the
first strongholds regarded as ‘state-owned’ did not occur in
a historical vacuum. As mentioned above, research conducted
into ‘Tornow type’ strongholds suggests that this region of
the western reaches of the Slavic domain was populated by
small, autarkic communities engaged in mutual rivalry (proportionately to their meagre financial means), and perhaps
even locked in a permanent state of conflict (Cf. Urbańczyk
2008: 116ff; Tymowski 2009). It would be difficult to assume
that in such circumstances the process of state building
would be regulated by social conventions. There had to be
a rapid and violent chain of events, resulting in the physical
elimination of all competitors. The same image is presented
by archaeological sources, even though researchers working on the ‘millennial’ project did not want to accept it (Cf.
Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2004a; 2010; Buko 2008: 175ff; 2012;
Kara 2009: 317ff; Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Kara 2010; Moździoch
2011a; 2013; Sikora 2014).
The first large investments of the Piast monarchy –
Grzybowo, Giecz, Lednica, Gniezno, and Poznań – appeared
in the north-eastern periphery of a densely populated area
filled with strongholds. All available evidence suggests that
in the relatively short period between the construction of the
stronghold in Grzybowo and the erection of the Gniezno walls
the densely populated area simply ceased to exist. What is
more, the depopulated region in the middle Obra basin and
to the west of Poznań remained uninhabited until the period
of melioratio terrae in the 13th century and the mass migration
of settlers from Germany.
At the same time the network of settlements around
the newly founded strongholds in the Gniezno region became
more dense. The data comes from a number of different
sources. The most important of these are settlement studies
initiated by Stanisław Kurnatowski (1994; 2000; with further
literature). These are based on the analysis of findings and
have recently been complemented with increasingly precise
methods of absolute dating. Analyses pertaining to the region
in question show revolutionary changes, both large-scale (the
shift from the centre of settlement gravity from the Obra region
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to the vicinity of Gniezno) and small-scale (the concentration
of settlements around the newly founded strongholds). The
number of settlement units in the Gniezno Upland alone
increased threefold in the second half of the 10th century.
There is also evidence of a concurrent cultural change,
most apparent on the level of elite culture. Not to go into
detailed analyses of subtle differences between spurs with
inward-bent hook-shaped fastenings and spurs with the fastening in the form of rivet plates, it is sufficient to note that
this period brought an end to the use of old models and
stylistic associations with the south and south-east. These
forms were replaced by a ‘military’ fashion inspired by the
eastern-Frankish state and an eclectic style containing the
faint echoes of the style of the peoples of the North, the Orient,
and the Byzantine Empire. The latter fashion was ‘promoted’
in Europe mostly by Scandinavians. The new influences also
brought new traditions, notably the custom of depositing
silver coins and jewellery, which will be discussed further
below (Kara 1991; 2009: 308ff; Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002:
42ff; Kind 2002).
The revolutionary character of these changes is corroborated by the results of palaeoecological research conducted
in recent years in the vicinity of the strongholds on Ostrów
Lednicki, in Giecz, and in Poznań. Fortunately for modern
researchers, most of the oldest stronghold complexes were
located in wide, swampy river valleys. This means that the
material collected from boreholes drilled in overgrown lakes
and peat bogs preserves a full record of the changes in climate and local flora occurring in the region over the course
of the last 2000 years.
Palynological analyses present a very coherent image (Cf. Niewiarowski 1995; Tobolski 2000; Schubert 2003;
Hildebrandt-Radke 2011; Makohonienko, Kara, Koszałka 2011;
Makohonienko 2011). The area between Poznań in the west
and Gniezno in the east did not boast a particularly dense
population in the first centuries AD. Traces of pollen from the
early mediaeval period indicate an almost complete cessation of human activity and the return of natural forest flora.
Later, pollen of cereal crops gradually starts to appear, yet
its proportion suggests a very sparse population living in
small clusters. This image is in stark contrast with data from
southern regions of Wielkopolska, in particular the Obra river
basin, densely inhabited since the Bronze Age. These lands
also experienced a population crisis between the 4th and 5th
century, yet human settlements never disappeared completely.
The increasing proportion of the pollen of cultivated crops and
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plants associated with a human presence discernible from the
6th century onwards suggests a steady development of the
settlement network. The trend continued until the ‘horizon of
the catastrophe’ in the middle of the 10th century, where the
area was renaturalized. At exactly the same time, presumably
over the course of a dozen or so years, the region between
Poznań and Gniezno became almost completely deforested.
Elm and oak pollen – which used to be very common – essentially disappear. Their place was taken by the pollen of
various cereals and weeds testifying to the cultivation of land,
as well as by synanthropic species of plants, indicating the
growth of the population.
These facts can hardly be considered unrelated. The
construction of strongholds such as Giecz and Grzybowo
consumed huge quantities of wood, especially oak, preferred
for this purpose due to its properties. To obtain so much raw
material in such a short time, it was necessary to employ
a veritable army of workers – all evidence indicates that these
people had been relocated to the region from the Obra river
basin or from the left bank of the Warta. The scope and deliberate nature of the enterprise is truly astounding – in the
course of just a dozen years the landscape of Wielkopolska
changed beyond recognition.
The fact that tribal strongholds were burnt and never
rebuilt suggests that the success of this operation required
the physical elimination of local elites and the focal points
of regional communities. ‘Tribal’ identities centred around
the strongholds in Bonikowo or Bruszczewo were to be superseded by a new ‘national’ identity with its ideological
centre in Gniezno (Brzostowicz 2003; 2009). It is not certain
whether this was achieved more by direct coercion or through
negotiations; we cannot exclude the possibility that the new
rich centres emerging ‘out of nothingness’ in the Gniezno
region drew settlers wishing to benefit from these favourable
circumstances. Finally, we have no knowledge of the status
of the new inhabitants of Gniezno or Giecz. Data pertaining
to the structure of society in the dynastic state in the 12th and
13th centuries document a wide array of categories – from
slaves, semi-slaves, sedentary householders, and so-called
guests. Such information may, however, prove misleading.
Some stratification probably did exist, the inhabitants of newly
founded hamlets were bound to provide provisions for the
strongholds, yet the organizational details and legal regulations remain unknown.
What seems certain is that a large fraction of the population of Wielkopolska was sold into slavery. Given the lack
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of valuable resources and the very modest network of settlements, it may be assumed that the only way to finance costly
projects such as organizing and maintaining a military force,
constructing a number of strongholds, and providing them
with a supply base was to engage in human trafficking, selling
captives acquired during raids into neighbouring lands. The
Arab dirhams and silver ornaments buried in hoards since
the 930s in the vicinity of the early-Piast strongholds (see:
chapter 6) most likely came from the slave trade. The reasons for depositing various, sometimes substantial amounts
of precious metals in the earth shall not be discussed here.
The custom itself has undeniable Scandinavian roots, which
does not necessarily indicate that any Vikings were permanently present in Poland in the period of the formation of
the state. Scandinavians are more likely to have acted as
intermediaries, travelling the Barbaric interior of northern and
eastern Europe to purchase the ‘commodities’ to be sold to
Arab merchants supplying the Caliphates with slaves. Such
stable contacts with Scandinavians could have influenced the
process of adopting their (indubitably impressive) methods
of manifesting identity and social rank, such as depositing
hoards of coins and valuables. A look at the map indicating
the location of treasure troves deposited in Polish territory in
the 10th century may lead to the conclusion that the centre of
the newly forming state acted like a huge magnet attracting
metal. Moreover, the conclusion is made only on the basis
of the deposits which – intentionally or not – were never
retrieved from their hiding places. Thus, the amount of silver
flowing through the strongholds in the Gniezno region must
have been enormous (Cf. Urbańczyk 2008: 145ff; Kara 2009:
260-264; with further literature). A faint echo of this epoch
may be heard in Gallus’ account written in the early 12th century, which states that at the times of Bolesław I “silver [was]
deemed no more valuable than straw”, usually dismissed by
modern scholars as exaggerated.
3.2. Civitas Schinesghe cum pertinentiis, or territorial
expansion
From the 950s onwards new types of strongholds started to
appear alongside the segmented complexes discussed above.
These new additions most probably performed administrative
functions in recently conquered lands. The oldest of these
structures were built on the fringes of the territory delineated
by Poznań, Giecz, Grzybowo, Gniezno, and Ostrów Lednicki.
Usually located by the larger tributaries of Warta and Odra,
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The settlement complex in Piaski on the borderlands
between Wielkopolska and Śląsk, excavated in the 1980s and
the 1990s, provides one such example (Kosiński 1991). The site
comprises a typical medium-sized early-Piast stronghold, adjacent open settlements, and a tumulus burial ground located
a few kilometres away from the residential area. According
to researchers, the complex was built not long after the year
950 and ceased to be used before 1050, perhaps during the
crisis of the monarchy. At first glance, the complex appears
to be a typical local settlement centre from the period. The
only unusual aspect is the presence of funerary mounds
containing cremation and skeletal burials. Archaeologists
specializing in burial customs included Wielkopolska in the
so-called burial-less zone. In other words, we know that the
inhabitants of Wielkopolska most likely cremated their dead
Fig. 20. A reconstructed model of a wall constructed with the hookand-stack technique
and deposited the remains in a manner which is not discernible
By W. Zientek
for archaeologists. The custom whose traces remain in the
mounds by the stronghold in Piaski was, in turn, commonly
they define the limes of the already functioning state. Their practiced in western Pomorze, Mecklenburg, and Polabia.
form was highly standardized – circular or oval in plan, with Moreover, both burial mounds and the settlements yielded
irregularities caused by the natural lie of the land. The walls clay vessels resembling wares from those regions in terms of
enclosed a space of ca. 2 acres, while the housing within was form and the style of decoration. The site in Piaski is not the
not very dense. Increasingly often, the stack walls surrounding only example of this trend; other ones include tumulus burials
the stronghold feature box wall elements – the core of the in Zielonka near Poznań and a cremation burial ground in
earthen wall is composed of one or two rows of wooden box- Grabek in central Poland, which looks as if it was transported
es filled with earth, usually with wooden hooks (known from directly from the region of northern Polabia (Cf. Muzolf 2002;
early-Piast strongholds) holding the construction in place at Kara 2002; Buko 2008: 400-404).
the base (Fig. 20). Simpler types of fortifications also appear,
In the second half of the 10th century characteristic
usually in small strongholds built in the area that later became oval strongholds with hook-and-stack walls began to apthe borderlands of Wielkopolska and Śląsk (Teske 2000). pear in regions neighbouring with what was later dubbed
The tendency to appropriate ‘tribal’ strongholds for ‘state’ Wielkopolska (Fig. 21). Archaeologists have been trying to
purposes and leave the settlement network intact becomes use the dating of the wood recovered from the fortifications
more prominent in this period – apparently the policy of ‘uni- as the basis for reconstructing the successive stages in the
fication’ was not implemented as brutally in regions further process of state-building – assuming a priori (and probably
away from the centre of the new country. It is also possible unwittingly) that the first rulers were implementing some sort
that the costly enterprise of creating a stable administrative of a plan aimed at unifying all the lands which now constitute
and economic structure in the Gniezno region finally began Polish territory. Irrespective of the teleological nature of such
to finance itself and mass relocations of the population were a presupposition, it should be noted that at the early stage of
no longer necessary (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002: 152ff; Buko their existence most political entities developed rather rapidly
2008: 190ff; with further literature).
in directions dictated by short-term economic gain (precious
The phenomenon itself did not disappear completely; items, human trade) and political benefits (prestige, the anniit seems that the strategy tested in Gniezno lands began to hilation of a potential rival, improving one’s position in some
be implemented (on a decidedly smaller scale) in the pro- negotiations, etc.). Such factors are far more likely to have
cess of utilizing the empty lands around the borders of the been the reason for Mieszko’s decision to assert a military
new country. In a number of special cases evidence for such presence in the Odra estuary and thus come in direct contact
practices may be found in archaeological material.
with the Ottonian monarchy – and become entangled in the
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‘grand politics’ of the period. Contrary to the mythologized
versions disseminated since the ‘millennial’ research project,
Mieszko was probably not motivated by the “wish to grant
Poland access to the sea”.
The territorial range of the state at the end of the 10th
century will be discussed in detail further on. The questions of
when a given region became a part of the Piast state, fiercely
disputed by historians, shall not be addressed in the present
study. We will, however, try to search for possible regularities
in the location of strongholds perceived as the centres of
state authority on conquered territories.
As noted above, the largest amount of available data
pertains to the activity of Mieszko I in the estuary of the river
Odra. Territorial expansion in that direction was facilitated by
crucial investments, such as the construction of strongholds
along the river Noteć, which took place in the 970s and
980s. The most important of the new strongholds was Santok
(strategically located near the confluence of the Noteć and
Warta) and Krosno upon Odra (Cf. Wyrwa 2006). The question of a Piast presence in the two main settlements in the
Odra estuary –namely, Wolin and Szczecin, remains open (Cf.
Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002: 204ff; Filipowiak 2004; Kowalska,
Łosiński 2004; Buko 2008: 211-213; Urbańczyk 2013). The fact
that at the end of the 10th century the walls of Wolin featured
‘early-Piast’ wooden hooks is regarded as evidence for direct

control over the trading post. It must, however, be noted that
the construction of the walls differed significantly from the
early-Piast standards. The material culture of Wolin bears
no traces of any contact with Wielkopolska. The ‘trademark’
construction of the wall featuring stacks of wood and boxes
of earth reinforced with hooks does appear in Kołobrzeg,
which became the seat of a bishopric around the year 1000
(Leciejewicz, Rębkowski 2004). The Pomeranian interior was
still filled with strongholds built in the ‘tribal’ period.
The first ‘state-funded’ strongholds appeared east of
the central area of Wielkopolska at roughly the same time (Cf.
Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002: 242ff; Sikora 2007: 145ff). The
strongholds in Łęczyca (central Poland) and in Płońsk (Mazovia) are dated to that period (Smoliński, Ważny 2012; Grygiel,
Stasiak, Trojan 2014: 95ff). In the 980s a series of strongholds
with the familiar stack-and-hook walls was erected in the
upper and middle Odra basin. This included Opole, Wrocław,
and Głogów (Gediga 2000; Hendel 2000; Moździoch 2004;
Buko 2008: 207-211. The first ‘state-funded’ strongholds in
the north-eastern reaches of Małopolska – Sandomierz, Lublin, Radom – were most probably built at the end of the 10th
century (Buko 1998; 2008: 262-265; Rozwałka, Niedźwiadek,
Stasiak 2004; Trzeciecki 2015), possibly along with Płock
and Włocławek in Mazovia and the strongholds of the lower
Vistula, with the notable centre in Kałdus (Dulinicz 2003: 98ff;

Fig. 21. Remnants of the early Piast stronghold in
Radom (10th/11th century)
Photographed by D. Krasnodębski
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Chudziak 2003; 2013a; Bojarski, Chudziak, Weinkauf 2006;
Trzeciecki 2011: 91-98). The origins of Gdańsk are less certain
(Cf. Paner 2004; Kościński, Paner 2005). For many years it
was regarded as the most important Piast investment by the
Baltic Sea, since research projects begun shortly after the
war revealed the wonderfully preserved remains of a wooden
stronghold. However, recent dendrochronological analyses
indicate that this structure was not built before the 1050s. This
means that the location of the urbs gyddanyzc mentioned in
the oldest version of the Life of Saint Adalbert remains unknown. The issue is all the more significant inasmuch as the
end of the 10th and the beginning of the 11th centuries mark
the gradual downfall of the trading post in nearby Truso. We
cannot exclude the possibility that the Piast stronghold in
Gdańsk was meant to take over its function and control the
flow of goods and commodities in this part of the Baltic Sea
basin (see also: chapter 6).
To conclude this brief overview of the early investments
of the Piast monarchy , it is worth pointing out the features
that distinguish the strongholds in central Wielkopolska from
the ones erected in regions near and far. Firstly, in none of
the territories mentioned was the pre-existing network of
settlements destroyed. In the middle Odra basin and along
the Vistula state-funded strongholds were built in places
that had not been inhabited before, but these functioned
alongside older strongholds erected in the ‘tribal’ period. This
situation continued until the middle of the 11th century. Another
characteristic trend involved founding strongholds along the
two largest rivers in that part of the European Lowland, i.e.,
the Vistula and Odra. Can these facts be seen as evidence
of a different, ‘softer’ model of consolidating power than the
one used in Wielkopolska? This is a question we will probably
never be able to answer.
Owing to a fortuitous coincidence, we are in possession of an albeit brief record of the borders of the new state,
written towards the end of Mieszko’s life. It was part of an
act of donation issued around the year 990, placing Poland
under the protection of the Holy See. This document, known
as Dagome iudex, survived only as part of a late 11th-century
register. It has been the subject of heated debates and lively
discussions since the very birth of mediaeval studies in Poland (Cf. Labuda 2003; Wiszewski 2010; Sikorski 2011a: 236ff;
Urbańczyk 2012: 369ff; with further literature). The main issue,
i.e., the question of why the issuer of this act is called by the
curious name Dagome, until very recently sparked passionate
reactions, due to the possibly Scandinavian connotations of
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this name. From the perspective of the present study, the
description of the subject of the donation proves a much
more interesting topic. The lord and his wife:
“... were supposed to give to Saint Peter one state in whole
which is called Schinesghe, with all its surrounding lands in
borders which run along the long sea/Pomorze (longum mare),
along Prussia (Bruzze) to the place called Rus (Russe), thence
to Kraków (Craccoa) and from said Kraków to the River Odra,
straight to a place called Alemure, and from said Alemure
to the land of Milze, and from the borders of that people to
the Odra and from that, going along the River Odra, ending
at the earlier mentioned city of Schinesghe”(after Labuda
1999: 160-161).
The first significant fact is that the country already has
a name – Schinesghe, which the majority of historians rather
justifiably associate with Gniezno. Previously the country was
identified with the name of the ruler. It is not impossible that
the name was invented ad hoc, solely for the purpose of putting it in this very document. It does not reappear anywhere
else, since at the beginning of the 11th century it was replaced
with the term Polonia, encompassing the entire domain of
Mieszko’s son and successor – Bolesław I.
The reference to the basic administrative division, included in the register, is equally important. The document
mentions the “state in whole” (civitas) and its unspecified
“surrounding lands” (pertinentiae). It may therefore be hypothesized that Mieszko’s domain was composed of an area
under his direct and absolute control and an array of territories
connected to it with various links, e.g., tributary dependence
or relationships by marriage, ones recognizing the authority of
the ruler in Gniezno (Fig. 22). We also know that the country
with all its lands encompassed the area from the southern
shores of the Baltic Sea to the Odra, and that it bordered
with Prussia and with Rus’ in the east. When this information
is compared with the above presented data regarding the
location of Piast strongholds erected in the late 10th century, it
is easy to notice that the images correlate. The relatively dense
network of strongholds along the line of Noteć in the north
to the Odra in the south and west might correspond to the
area under Mieszko’s direct rule – i.e., the civitas Schinesghe.
Its north-eastern and eastern borders would be symbolically
delineated by the impressive graves of warriors in Kałdus in
Chełmno Land, Bodzia in Kujawy, and Lutomiersk in central
Poland (Sikora 2007; Chudziak 2013a; Bogucki 2014a; with
further literature). Pomorze, Mazovia, and north-eastern reaches of Małopolska, where few early-Piast strongholds have
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Fig. 22. The area of Mieszko I’s state around the year 990
Source: Kobusiewicz 2008, digital processing by M. Chwiej

been found, could be identified with the dependent territories. short passage in the life of Saint Methodius, known as the
The lands that lay beyond the borders of Mieszko’s Pannonian Legend. The following mention may be found
state were western Małopolska with Kraków. No ‘typically-Pi- among the description of the various miracles and godly acts
ast’ stronghold was built in that area until the middle of the of the Moravian saint:
11th century, yet there were well-functioning large segmented
“Methodius also possessed a gift of prophesy, for many
th
sites which had been erected in the 9 century. This issue of his prophecies came to pass. We shall relate one or two
deserves to be addressed in detail, since it touches on the of these. A very powerful pagan prince settled on the Vistula
question of the existence of rival centres of territorial power in and began mocking Christians and doing evil. Communicating
what is now Polish territory (Buko 2000; Hilczer-Kurnatowska with him, Methodius said: «My son, it would be better for you
2002: 229ff; 2005; Poleski 2013: 124ff; with further literature). to be baptised of your own will in your own land, so that you
Historians are embroiled in unending disputes over will not have to be baptised against your will as a prisoner in
the events occurring in the 9th and 10th centuries in the ter- a foreign land; and remember me». And so it came to pass”
ritory now dubbed Małopolska. These discussions are, to (Medieval Slavic Lives…: 120-121).
During the ‘millennial’ research project this short passome extent, affected with emotions, which hinders objective
judgment. The entire controversy is centred around a single sage was used to concoct an entity known in scholarly litera-
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ture as ‘the Vistulan state’ (Widajewicz 1947; Hensel 1960: 57ff;
Łowmiański 1970: 447ff; see also Wyrozumski 1999: 66-68).
It was envisaged as a territorial organization encompassing
the entire territory of present-day Małopolska, with its own
administrative structure and a ruling house. One member of
this dynasty was allegedly regarded as a real threat to the
Great Moravian state. After this duke’s forcible conversion to
Christianity, the new religion was supposed to have been imposed on his subjects as well. Consequently, the ‘Vistulan state’
became a satellite of the Great Moravia, and later Bohemia.
The issue of Christianity in Małopolska shall be discussed in
a later section; for now let us just state that the notion of the
‘Vistulan state’ was severely criticised by historians already
in the 1960s (Buczek 1966; see also Labuda 1988: 83-166ff
; Panic 2000: 118-119; with further literature). Today it is only
mentioned in connection with the history of scholarship. There
remains, however, the question of the reasons for the rapid
development of Kraków. At the end of the 10th century the
city delineated the border of the Piast state, but already in
the early 11th century it became a centre of ideological and
political activity, second only to Gniezno.
Archaeological data indicate a strong connection between Małopolska and the regions located south, beyond
the Carpathian Mountains. Its material manifestations include similarities in e.g., spatial organization (multi-segmented
strongholds), residential buildings (square-planned dugout
houses), items of everyday use (from ceramics to militaria
and ornaments), forms of burial (mounds with cremation
graves) and the custom of depositing hoards of iron items
in the ground (Poleski 2004: 153ff; 2013: 48ff; with further
literature). It must, however, be remembered that shared
cultural models are observable in this region from the dawn
of the Middle Ages and can hardly be regarded as a consequence of the political influence of Great Moravia. Despite the
many years of thorough search, no archaeological traces of
Czech or Moravian administration have been found in these
territories (Cf. Poleski 1977; 2004: 167ff; 2013: 128-134). The
recent revaluation of the written sources sheds much doubt
on various hypotheses, especially the one regarding Kraków’s
affinity with the Přemyslid state in the 10th century (Cf. Sikorski
2012b: 34ff, with further literature).
However, the singular status of Kraków in the region
of Małopolska cannot be denied. The vicinity of Kraków had
been the most densely populated area ever since the arrival
of the Slavs (see: chapter 2). This is where the majority of imported items from beyond the Carpathians have been found,
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including “indicators of status” so valued by archaeologists
– the first objects associated with the material culture of the
Avars, mainly fragments of belts, then spurs and ornaments
of Great Moravian provenance, and finally items in the ‘Old
Magyar’ style. Lastly, the most monumental mound in this part
of the Slavic domain is also located in the Kraków region – the
hill is now known as ‘the mound of Krakus’, the eponymous
legendary founder of the city (Słupecki 1998; Zaitz 2006;
Poleski 2013: 57ff).
The Kraków community was centred around the stronghold on Wawel hill (Fig. 23) with an adjacent fortified settlement
later dubbed Okół, i.e., ‘enclosed place’ (Poleski 2004: 393399; 2013: 60-70; Buko 2008: 294-300; Radwanski, Tyniec
2010; with further literature). For a long time the stronghold
was believed to have been constructed in the 8th or the 9th
century. Thus, it came as a surprise that dendrochronological
analyses of the walls around the hill indicated that at least
the part excavated had been built around the year 1018. Not
to discuss the details of the heated discussion, let us simply
state that the data probably pertains to reconstruction works
(Cf. Kukliński 2003; Poleski 2004: 393-395; with further literature). No certain data regarding the construction of the oldest
structures has yet been obtained, yet the process appears
to have taken place no earlier than in the 10th century. The
fortifications around Okół have also been dated with dendrochronological methods, which indicate that the walls were
constructed in the 970s. In this context, the hoard of the axelike grzywna ingots (iron objects presumably functioning as
commodity money) with a total weight of 3.6 tonnes recently
discovered under a wall surrounding Okół (see: chapter 6)
seems of particular importance. Grzywna ingots (in hoards
and individually) have been discovered mostly in Moravia,
Slovakia, and a number of strongholds in Małopolska, yet
none of these findings can match the Kraków hoard in terms
of scale (Cf. Zaitz 1990; Bialeková 2000; Poleski 2013: 235).
To conclude, archaeological data suggest that the
region of Kraków could have been governed by relatively
stable authorities maintaining some unspecified type of relations with their neighbours from beyond the Carpathians
(Poleski 2004: 175-178; Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2005). Given
the late dating of Kraków’s fortifications it may also be concluded that it was the collapse of the Great Moravian state
and the arrival of the Magyars in the Pannonian Basin that
provided the ‘state-building’ factor in the region. These two
facts were probably the reason for the emergence of a new
trade route linking the East of Europe with the West through
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Fig. 23. The stronghold on Wawel hill in Kraków
1 – the outline of the walls, 2 – stone structures, 3 – the location of the gate. Stone structures dated to before the first
half of the 11th century: A – the cathedral, B – the quadrifoil church, C – the church B, D – the rotunda by the bastion
of Władysław IV, E – the quadrilateral building, F – remnants of a building with a cruciform floor plan (?) beneath the
church of St. Gereon, G – remnants of the structure beneath the church of St. Michael, H – remnants of unidentified
structures, J – remnants of a stone gate.
By M. Trzeciecki

the East Frankish state. Its significance lay in the fact that it these lands. The lack of Piast strongholds in the region may
was the channel through which slaves were transported to suggest that these territories were affiliated with the Gniezno
the Caliphate in Cordoba and to the countries of the Medi- state through some sort of a personal union. This hypothesis
terranean via Regensburg and Venice. From the 10th century is advocated by a number of historians who claim that Kraków
until the end of the mediaeval period the road connecting could have been ruled by Mieszko’s firstborn son Bolesław,
Regensburg, Prague, Kraków, Przemyśl and Kiev was one of not mentioned in Dagome iudex. He would gain this position
the main communication arteries in this part of Europe, the by marrying a member of the ruling dynasty (Labuda 1988:
control of which brought substantial economic gain.
167-211; Kurnatowska 2002: 225-228; Buko 2008: 214-216;
It comes therefore as no surprise that signs of nascent see also: Pleszczyński 2001: 224ff). Regardless of the cirstate organization are apparent in the Kraków region. We cumstances in which this occurred, in the early 11th century
do not know – and will probably never find out – the range the Kraków region was already under the control of the Piast
of its influence, the status of the ‘power wielders’ or the cir- monarchy and the below-mentioned architectural investments
cumstances in which the Gniezno state gained control over on Wawel hill testify to its growing significance.
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3.3. “...And there was disorder in their lands...”, or the
structural crisis of the state and a new beginning

The crisis of the early-Piast monarchy is still the subject
of a lively discussion aimed at presenting a detailed chronology and the causal chain of events, as well as outlining the
The document Dagome iudex testifies to the uneven structure political and social background (Strzelczyk 1984: 132-135;
of the state. Many sources indicate that the same situation Łowmiański 1985: 38ff; Labuda 1992; Wyrozumski 1999: 103ff;
continued during the reign of Bolesław I. Until the crisis period Wiszewski 2013a). Historians point to dynastic conflicts used
of the 1030s there is no evidence of any attempts at creating by the neighbouring states as a pretext for military intervena more structured network of strongholds aimed at utilizing the tions, social unrest caused by increasing fiscal burdens, and to
economy of the state (Kowalczyk 2000; Hilczer-Kurnatowska the forced nature of Christianization. The scarcity of sources
2002: 229ff; Kara 2009: 320-321; with further literature). There makes the search for answers even more difficult. A faint
is, however, much proof of investing into markers of status, echo of these violent events can be seen in archaeological
such as new diocese cathedrals and grand structures on sources, yet these do not offer any simple or straightforward
Wawel hill. We also notice material traces of the formation of answers (Kurnatowska 2002: 282ff, with further literature).
elite classes in the new country, apparent in the burial customs
First of all, no material traces of a structural crisis of the
characteristic for the period. It is perhaps apt to complement state can be found. Practically all stronghold centres appear
the image of the first monarchy with a brief description of its to have continued to function throughout the 1030s. Moreover,
period of crisis and the new chapter that began around the there is evidence for new investments undertaken in that
middle of the 11th century.
period – for instance, the results of the recently conducted
The relevant literature presents different views of the research in Bydgoszcz indicate that a new ‘middle sized’ Pireign of Bolesław I. While the ‘golden legend’ of the ruler ast stronghold was built there after the year 1036 (Chudziak,
presented in early 12th-century sources was preserved by Dygaszewicz 2006). Distinct traces of destruction or abantradition, historians are more discerning (Cf. Wyrozumski 1999: donment of certain sites are apparent only in Wielkopolska
54ff, with further literature). They point to the overwhelming and pertain mainly to the already discussed ‘capital cities’.
costs of wars and foreign interventions, regarded from the Thus, the evidence may be associated with the invasion of
current perspective as an unnecessary political racket. Modern the Bohemian duke Břetislav I organized to seize the relics of
standards are, however, hardly applicable to a time when such Saint Adalbert – which he needed to found an archdiocese.
‘rackets’ were a sine qua non of maintaining one’s prestige, However, as observed e.g., by Zofia Kurnatowska, the scale
which was necessary for legitimizing power. The seemingly of the devastation for which the duke is blamed by archaefruitless military campaigns constituted the simplest means for ologists willing to date every single layer of charred material
obtaining the financial resources needed to maintain a grow- to 1038, is simply too great (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2002: 264ing state apparatus; they also kept the army occupied – and 265; Hilczer-Kurntowska, Kara 2003: 48ff). So much damage
this is a factor that can determine the success or failure of could not be inflicted by a single 11th-century army, even if the
political authority in any given period.
campaign lasted for several years.
It must be emphasized that some stage of temporary
The areas that later became the borderlands between
or permanent dissolution of administrative structures seems Wielkopolska and Śląsk, however, experienced a drastic deto be an inevitable element in the process of state building crease in population. Among the sites that ceased to exist
(Cf. Berend, Urbańczyk, Wiszewski 2013: 58ff, with further was the stronghold in Piaski, mentioned above (Kosiński
literature). Bohemia at the turn of the 10th and 11th century also 1991: 92-93; Teske 2000: 122-124). In this case the events do
went through a deep crisis involving dynastic struggles, the not seem coincidental; we may well speculate whether the
disintegration of the state, and a foreign intervention. Similar Pomeranians who were forced to relocate to the limes of the
problems could also be observed in Hungary after the death country took advantage of the weakened state of central
of Stephen I. Yet the best example in this context is provided authorities or of the chaos wrought by the Czech invasion
by the Great Moravian state, which simply ceased to exist after and simply returned home.
Evidence such as the account of the opening of Saint
a few years of struggle in the early 10th century (Cf. Štefan
2011, with further literature).
Adalbert’s grave, included in the chronicle written by Cosmas,
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or the impressive list of valuables looted from Polish churches,
does not seem to corroborate the thesis about a ‘pagan uprising’, at least not at a scale that would affect the centre of the
Polish monarchy. The only trace of the return to the ‘native faith’
recognized by the majority of scholars is the rather unusual
wooden structure identified by Sławomir Moździoch in the
course of analyzing documentation from millennial research
in the stronghold of Ostrów Tumski in Wrocław (Moździoch
2000: 174ff; 2004: 332-334). In relevant literature the object
has already been labelled a ‘pagan temple’, even though such
a judgement seems doubtful if based only on the details of
the building’s construction – especially in light of the recent
deconstruction of the ‘pagan temple’ in Wolin. Other evidence
for the allegedly mass-scale apostasy of the subjects of Piast
monarchy simply does not exist. Moreover, the term ‘apostasy’
is hardly applicable to a society which had very little time to
familiarize itself with the new faith and, given what we know
of the Christianization process (discussed below), this may
have been the case.
What is apparent, however, is the disintegration of the
state, especially with regard to one of its ‘lands’, i.e., Mazovia
(Dulinicz 2003: 108ff; Biermann 2006: 124-128; Bieniak 2010;
Trzeciecki 2011: 94ff; with further literature). The chronicle of
Gallus Anonymus briefly recounts the story of Miecław, an
ambitious official at the court of Mieszko II, who used an opportune moment to seize power in Mazovia and was defeated
only in the 1040s by the joint forces of Kazimierz I the Restorer
and the Kievan prince Yaroslav. The analysis of archaeological
data suggests that the once peripheral region of Mazovia
indeed began to change soon before the 1050s. Moreover,
the processes observed there seem to mirror the ones that
occurred in the Gniezno region 100 years previously. First of
all, the landscape of settlements was transformed. Old settlement centres, sometimes dating back to the beginning of the
early Middle Ages (e.g., Szeligi near Płock) were abandoned,
and the population vacuum was quickly filled, especially in
the region of Płock, which later became the capital of the
province. The practice of depositing silver hoards became
widespread, while recent analyses conducted by Mateusz
Bogucki also indicate the possibility of the emergence of
local Mazovian mints (Bogucki 2014b).
The period before the 1050s may also be associated
with the emergence of the first cemeteries with graves lined
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with stones (Dulinicz 2009, with further literature). Since
a description of this Mazovian phenomenon would exceed
the constraints of the present work, it suffices to state that
a very characteristic form of skeletal burials began to appear
in this period in the Płock region of Mazovia, spreading to the
east and north in the following century. The graves feature
different types of stone facing and lining and are lavishly furnished, especially with military items (particularly common in
the initial period). In a sense, these sites appear to be a faint
echo of the elite burials from the times of the first monarchy
discovered in the neighbouring lands, i.e., in Kujawy, Pomorze,
and Chełmno Land (see below).
Mazovia appears to bear traces of a ‘state-building
process’ in statu nascendi. It might be worth asking how these
traces would be interpreted if the story of the ambitious rival of
Kazimierz the Restorer had not been recounted in a chronicle.
The scale of the crisis remains unspecified, yet the
structural changes introduced by the grandson of Bolesław
I after his return to power in 1040 may be regarded as the
construction of an entirely new state. After the 1050s a network
of new strongholds was built (Moździoch 1990: 47ff; 1999:
37ff; Dulinicz 1993; Kurnatowska 1993; Poleski 2004: 178187). These functioned as centres of territorial administration
and were evenly distributed throughout the entire country,
ensuring the effective and comprehensive exploitation of
the land’s resources. This appears to be the fundamental
change – profits from foreign expansion were superseded by
an elaborate system of exacting services and obtaining goods,
which Karol Modzelewski labelled ‘the system of ducal law’
(Modzelewski 1975; 1987). In short, it transferred the entire
cost of maintaining the country onto its inhabitants, while also
making the status of the elite dependent on the access to
these benefits. The system was not based on physical coercion, but on a ‘creative adaptation’ of common laws and the
responsibilities of small communities, which traced their roots
to the ‘tribal’ period. It presented the ruler not as a warlord
forcing everyone to obey, but as the ‘great neighbour’ of all
his subjects receiving benefits sanctioned by tradition. This
is a subject for another article, yet we cannot exclude the
possibility that this strategy also involved an emphasis on
the ‘local’ origins of the dynasty, so stubbornly emphasized
by the first chroniclers.
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4. Christianization, or a modernization project
“...Dagome, lord, and Ote, lady, and their sons
Misico and Lambert [...] were supposed to
give to Saint Peter one state in whole which is
called Schinesghe, with all its lands...”
(Dagome iudex)
Mieszko’s baptism in 966 was not recorded in any surviving document from that time. The account that is closest in
terms of chronology comes from the chronicle of Thietmar, the
bishop of Merseburg, written between 1012 and 1018. Thietmar
also recorded the names of the first two bishops in Poland
(Jordan and Unger) and laid the foundations for the tale of
the crucial role the Bohemian princess Dobrava had in the
decision to convert to Christianity. Surviving documents also
include laconic entries in the annals of the Kraków cathedral,
informing of Mieszko’s marriage to Dobrava which took place
in 965 and Mieszko’s baptism one year later. Slightly more
information is provided by 12th-century chroniclers – Gallus
Anonymus and Cosmas of Bohemia. There is, however, one
testimony of Christianization and Mieszko’s quick adaptation to the ideological reality of Latin Europe which is often
neglected in analyses – the already mentioned document in
which the ruler offers his state as fiefdom to the Holy See.
Equally laconic information pertains to the emergence of
ecclesiastical structures – the archdiocese and dioceses
established in the year 1000 with Otto III’s consent during
the synod in Gniezno, at the grave of Saint Adalbert. Again,
Thietmar is our main source in this respect; his description
of the events are most likely based on eyewitness accounts.
The narrative offered by Gallus is rather brief, especially with
regard to the events that took place after 1000, i.e., the crisis
of the state and the collapse of church organization restored
after 1040 by Kazimierz I (Strzelczyk 2000; Dobosz 2002: 24ff;
Kurnatowska 2002: 186ff; Urbańczyk 2007; Sikorski 2011a;
with further literature).
The scarcity of written sources is the reason for never-ending and non-resolvable discussions regarding Christianization and the development of ecclesiastical structure,
the reasons behind the decision to convert, the origins of
the first clergymen and their ideological or intellectual background. Another unanswered question pertains to the nature
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of the conversion itself – did it apply only to the person of the
ruler or the entire dynasty, and was the baptism of Mieszko
I tantamount to the symbolic baptism of the entire domain?
Archaeology did not join the debate on the beginnings
of Christianity until after the Second World War. This was
influenced primarily by the discovery of relics of early mediaeval sacral buildings made during the ‘millennial’ research
and in connection with restoration and reconstruction works
conducted in churches damaged during the war. Although
the political climate of the 1950s and the 1960s was not favourable to studies on the beginnings of church organization
in Poland, the research did not encounter any direct barriers
and was treated as one more proof confirming the political
importance and civilizational maturity of the early-Piast state.
One issue that illustrates the atmosphere of the discussions from that time is the question of the influence Christianity
had on the lands between the Carpathians and the Baltic
Sea before the year 966, examined in the context of the
above-mentioned conversion of a ‘pagan prince’ from near
the Vistula. The short passage from the life of Saint Methodius
prompted scholars to search for traces of Christianization in
the alleged ‘Vistulan state’. This hypothesis, with clear political
connotations (the ‘Slavic’ Christianity of Cyril and Methodius
was juxtaposed with the ‘German’ Latin Church), is a thing of
the past, although its advocates sometimes hover at the edges
of historiography (Dobosz 2002: 17-24; Urbańczyk 2012: 212218; with further literature). Perhaps the most impressive item
associated with it was the ‘baptismal font of plaster’ dated
to the 9th century, discovered under the foundations of an
11th-century church in Wiślica (i.e., in a town which – due to
its name – was regarded as one of the possible locations of
the seat of the ‘pagan prince’). Fifty years passed before it
was established that the ‘font’ was in fact a natural outcrop
of gypsum rock, slightly modelled by workers employed to
unearth the foundations of the church.

4. Christianization, or a modernization project

The importance of archaeological sources as material indication of the process of Christianization was quickly
noticed by historians and historians of art. In many cases,
however, blind faith in archaeological findings led to the construction of risky hypotheses, which were, in turn, uncritically
accepted by archaeologists as the ‘latest discoveries made by
historians’ and treated as the premise for dating new findings
(Cf. Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 17ff). It is sufficient to mention
the alleged traces of Christianity in the ‘state of the Vistulans’.
This being said, the importance of archaeology as
a means to discover and interpret the material remains of the
process of Christianization is indisputable. The introduction
of a new religious system into the structure of the new state
and into the mental landscape of its inhabitants must have
resulted in tremendous changes on practically every level
of social activity, especially given that the said system had
codified and sanctioned rules pertaining to all aspects of human life, from birth to the journey into the afterlife (Cf. Howe
1997; Bartlett 2007: 50ff; Urbańczyk 2012: 191ff; with further
literature). Since most of these changes left material traces,
it is possible to use them as the basis to analyze the process
of reception of the new faith. Two aspects are important from
the current perspective. Firstly, as opposed to pagan cults
or lifestyle, Christian doctrine dictated that rituals must be
performed in very specific places and only by a select group

of people – anointed priests. Thus, Christianization on the
level of changes in the cultural landscape may be studied by
looking at the chronology and location of early churches. The
other issue is the religious sanction stating that the dead have
to be buried in the ground and not cremated. Therefore, the
emergence of cemeteries with skeletal burials may – albeit
with some reservations – be regarded as a material indicator
of Christianization. It is also possible to analyze the findings
of devotional items; this is, however, a marker burdened with
a high conjecture factor. The following section discusses
these issues in detail.
4.1. Stone churches and palaces, or power by divine
right
Relics of early sacral architecture draw the most attention,
inspire the most emotion, and are the most open to interpretation. In this case the importance lies in basic questions,
such as dating, links to events or objects mentioned in written
sources, and the form, style, and provenance of architectural
solutions used.
The pride of place is given to the remains of two stone
structures discovered in the strongholds of Ostrów Lednicki
and Giecz (Żurowska (red.) 1993; Górecki 2002: 178ff; Krysztofiak 2005; Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 18ff; Bukowska 2012:

Fig. 24. Remnants of the chapel on Ostrów
Lednicki
Source: Kobusiewicz 2008
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Fig. 25. A comparison of reconstructed floor plans of the palatia on
Ostrów Lednicki (1), Giecz (2) and Przemyśl (3)
Source: Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009. Drawn by M. Trzeciecki.

453-457; Sikorski 2012a: 121-129; with further literature). The
ruins on Ostrów Lednicki (which means ‘Lednica Holm’) are
perhaps the only building associated with the beginnings of
the state remaining in such a good state of preservation (Fig.
24). Understandably, for almost 200 years it has been the
subject of various studies, research projects, and hypotheses. The relics in Giecz were unearthed in the 1950s. Both
complexes are almost identical in terms of ground plan and
possibly also the external form. They consisted of a long
rectangular building with a harmonious internal division (in
line with the ‘golden ratio’) and an adjacent chapel located
to the east, along the axis of the other building (Fig. 25). The
chapel from Giecz was round while the one on Ostrów Lednicki had a floor plan of a Greek cross inscribed in a circle.
Excavations in the chapel on Ostrów Lednicki revealed two
baptismal pools below the floor level, located symmetrically
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in the northern and southern part. Both ‘traditional’ dating
and carbon analysis recently conducted at Lednica suggest
that construction began in the second half of the 10th century,
most probably around the 970s or 980s. The complex was
clearly rebuilt in several stages and functioned for a relatively
long period of time – the chapel was still in use in the 13th
century. The structure discovered in the stronghold in Giecz
had never been completed; its construction was discontinued
probably before the year 1000. Both structures were close to
other stone churches located in the north.
The structures are interpreted as complexes with a sacral and residential function, composed of a palatial hall and
an adjacent chapel. Archaeologists analyzing the structure
on Ostrów Lednicki often refer to the – rather superficially
interpreted – analogies with buildings from the Holy Roman
Empire, especially the Ottonian mansions in Werla and Tilleda
(Cf. Górecki 2002: 186; Świechowski 2004: 12-16; with further
literature). Discussion is mostly limited to the question of
whether the foundation should be attributed to Mieszko I, or to
his son Bolesław. The interpretation of the buildings’ function
and ideological message is, however, much more complex.
The idea of a mansion for the ruler adjoining a sacral
building was first implemented in the empire of Charlemagne;
the best-know example is residential complex in Aachen.
The model of a rectangular palace with a chapel next to it
was fairly common in Ottonian Germany. It should however
be remembered that the buildings regarded as analogies to
the one on Ostrów Lednicki probably come from a slightly
later period. Moreover, in spite of superficial similarities, the
complex on Ostrów Lednicki was much more sophisticated in
terms of form. Comparative analyses conducted by historians
of architecture indicate that the roots of the design may be
traced to late Antiquity and that the complex plan carried subtle ideological messages pertaining to the liturgy of baptism
(Cf. Pianowski 1997: 124ff; Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 38-44,
141-158; with further literature).
These findings prompted Klementyna Żurowska and
Teresa Rodzińska-Chorąży to propose a new interpretation for
the complex on Ostrów Lednicki (Żurowska (ed.) 1993; Żurowska, Rodzińska-Chorąży 1998; see also: Rodzińska-Chorąży
2009: 20-25; Bukowska 2012: 454-455; with further literature). They regard the structure to be a residential manor
of the missionary bishop, connected to a baptistery. The
stone sacral building located to the north of the structure
would then function as an episcopal church. The elaborate
form of the building might suggest that this was the place of
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Fig. 26. The floor plan and a reconstruction of the exterior of the
palatium on Ostrów Lednicki

The sacral building discovered in the 1960s to the north
of the ruins of the palatium on Ostrów Lednicki, was a small
single-nave church with a separate quadrilateral presbytery
and annexes interpreted as a sacristy and a treasury (Żurowska
(ed.) 1993: 34-48; Górecki 2002: 56-60; Hilczer-Kurnatowska
2004b: 173-182; Wrzesiński, Kara 2004; Sikorski 2012a: 130132; with further literature). The construction of the church was
concurrent with that of the palatium; it would be damaged
and dismantled almost completely when the stronghold was
burnt in the 1030s. Two graves of stone slabs have been
found inside the church; in one of them a man with a golden
ring was buried. The church has also become the subject
of disputes, at times rather peculiar in nature. In spite of the
well-preserved outline of the foundations and traces of the
walls, archaeologists from Lednica reconstruct the church
as a wooden building and, as if ‘in defiance’ of the above
presented interpretation of the complex as an episcopal seat,
described it as a ‘modest stronghold church’.
The palatial complex in Giecz was also located close to
a church which stood in the northern part of the stronghold,
as on Ostrów Lednicki. The structure featured a single nave
and was closed with a semicircular apse, beneath which
a well-preserved crypt roofed with a barrel vault has been
discovered (Fig. 27). The form of the crypt and the niches in
its walls indicate that it was designed to hold relics of saints
(Krysztofiak 2004; Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 34-35; Sikorski
2012a: 146-137). The founder of the church in Giecz is unknown,

Source: Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009. Drawn by M. Trzeciecki

Mieszko’s baptism and that the episcopium could have been
meant for the first missionary bishop – Jordan. This concept
has been widely rejected by archaeologists and historians
of architecture – and for reasons that are not entirely clear.
Pointing to Lednica as the place of Mieszko’s conversion may
be considered an over-interpretation, yet it is apparent that
the functional plan of the structures on Ostrów Lednicki has
more in common with episcopal complexes known e.g., from
Dalmatia or northern Italy, than with the imperial Pfalz edifices so readily invoked by scholars in this context. Polemics
also tend to disregard the evident stylistic originality of the
structures on Ostrów Lednicki against the backdrop of early
architecture in central Europe (Fig. 26). This issue seems crucial regardless of whether we are more likely to regard it as Fig. 27. Remnants of the crypt beneath the stronghold church in Giecz
an episcopal complex or (which seems more probable in my Source: Kobusiewicz 2008
personal estimation) as a representative residence of the ruler.
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was allegedly built for bishop Jordan not long after this date.
It had the form of a basilica with discernible references to
northern Italian architecture. After the year 1000 it was rebuilt
– this is when it acquired the monumental western massif
dedicated to the liturgy of power. For many years this hypothesis remained uncontested. The only doubts pertained
to the circular structure, which bore much resemblance not
to baptisteries, but to bowls for mixing lime mortar, often
found in construction sites from that period. Criticism grew
stronger as time went by; at present the ‘lay’ interpretation
of this object is commonly accepted, as is its association with
the construction of the cathedral.
The detailed analysis of the existing documentation,
conducted in recent years by Aneta Bukowska, coupled with
the new interpretation of the dating of successive stages of
construction works in the stronghold in Poznań, have shed
new light on the oldest Polish cathedral (Bukowska 2009;
2012: 457-459; with further literature). Its construction began
in the 980s on the leveled remains of the wooden internal
structures of the first stronghold. The most interesting conclusions can be drawn from analysis of its original plan. The

Fig. 28. The floor plan and a reconstruction of the exterior of the first
cathedral in Poznań
A – remnants of the Holy Cross altar pace, B – remnants of the tomb of
Mieszko I, C – remnants of the tomb of Bolesław I. Source: Bukowska
2013. Drawn by M. Trzeciecki

yet the construction must have been directly related to the
person of the ruler and served him directly.
The remains of the oldest Polish cathedral were unearthed in the 1950s by Teresa Józefowiczówna, in the course
of research works supplementing the reconstruction of the
gothic cathedral in Poznań, damaged during WWII (Bukowska
2009: 15-35). The discoveries made at the time sparked much
emotion, since researchers found not only the remains of
a 10th-century basilica of impressive size, but also a number
of structures within the walls of this buildings – namely, two
objects identified with the tombs of Poland’s first two rulers,
Mieszko I and Bolesław I, along with a circular formation of Fig. 29. A plan of the remnants of the palatium in Ostrów Tumski in
limestone which the researcher interpreted as the remains Poznań
of a baptismal font from 966. The first cathedral in Poznań Source: Kočka-Krenz 2011
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Fig. 30. The floor plan and a reconstruction of the exterior of the first
cathedral in Gniezno
Source: Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009. Drawn by M. Trzeciecki

Poznań cathedral is now reconstructed as a two-choir basilica
whose plan is a reduced version of the Benedictine church
in Memleben in Saxony (Fig. 28). The resemblance is not
insignificant, given that the Memleben abbey was founded
by the emperor and accorded many privileges, and that its
first abbot was Unger – who held the post of the bishop of
Poznań from 980 or 990. Before coming to Poland, Unger
supervised the construction of the Memleben abbey church
and possibly entrusted the building of his new episcopal
seat to the same team of workers. In light of recent analysis,
the cathedral in Poznań may be regarded as an example of
the novel concepts in sacral architecture implemented in
the Ottonian empire, and the most superior of such structures located to the east of the Elbe. The reconstruction of
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the church, formerly dated to around the year 1000, is now
associated with the rebuilding of the stronghold in Poznań
after the crisis of the 1030s.
Archaeologists have recently discovered the remains
of yet another problematic structure in Poznań, located in the
western part of the stronghold (Kočka-Krenz 2005: 68ff; 2010;
2011; Sikorski 2012a: 62-68). This was a rectangular building
oriented along a north-south axis, with a small rectangular
chapel (ending in a semicircular apse) added to its south-eastern flank (Fig. 29). The structure is currently interpreted as
another residential complex, albeit with a very different spatial
organization than the palatia on Ostrów Lednicki or in Giecz.
Its discoverers date the structure to shortly after the middle
of the 10th century and see it as the residence of Mieszko I.
Research is still in progress, and therefore the above presented statements should be regarded as a working hypothesis
– even though its probability seems high.
Paradoxically, the least is known about the sacral buildings in the stronghold that supposedly functioned as the ideological centre of the emerging state – Gniezno. The remains
of the arch-cathedral erected after 1000 are relatively well
identified (Janiak 2004; 2009; Sikorski 2012a: 24-44; Bukowska 2012: 459-460). The floor plan of this basilica with a central
nave and two aisles closed off with semicircular apses was
reminiscent of north-Italian building traditions derived from
the late Antiquity (Fig. 30). Remains of a structure identified
with the memoria of Saint Adalbert have been found in the
centre of the church. The basilica was ruined in the 1030s
and rebuilt in the Romanesque style.
The detailed analysis of documentation from earlier
research and an inspection of the walls allowed Tomasz Janiak to identify intriguing remnants of walls dating from the
period preceding the construction of the cathedral (Janiak
2004: 86-110). He used this information as the basis for the
reconstruction of the first church in Gniezno, erected after
966. It was supposedly a rotunda with a shallow apse. At
the end of the 10th century a semicircular annex was added
to house the body of Saint Adalbert. The reconstruction is
largely accepted without reservation, even though given the
state of preservation of the earliest walls it would be more
prudent to state that the basilica in Gniezno was preceded
by a stone church of unspecified form. Another finding which
deserves mention is that of the remains of the walls found in
the northern section of the stronghold, below the present-day
church of Saint George and directly above the previously
discussed stone structure interpreted as a pagan place of
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Fig. 31. The floor plan and a reconstruction of the exterior of the socalled quadrifoil church on Wawel hill in Kraków

Fig. 32. The floor plan and a reconstruction of the exterior of the
church B on Wawel hill in Kraków

Source: Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009. Drawn by M. Trzeciecki

Source: Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009. Drawn by M. Trzeciecki

cult (Sawicki 2004; Sikorski 2012a: 45-46). The walls could
be the remaining part of another church built before the year
1000 or, as in Poznań, a residential structure. At the present
stage of research, however, the question cannot be resolved.
The short list of stone churches in the centre of the
Gnienzo state, which may be associated with the first Piast
monarchy, concludes with the rotunda discovered in the
stronghold in Łekno (Rodzińska-Chorąży 1995: 137-162; Wyrwa
2004; Sikorski 2012a: 149-154). As radiocarbon dating indicates,
it was erected in the first decade of the 11th century and ceased
to be used in the 1030s. In the 12th century a Cistercian church
was built on its foundations. Who founded this structure and
why the prestigious stone church was erected in Łekno – we
will probably never know.

The list is made only slightly longer if we add information
on early sacral structures from the remaining diocese seats
founded in 1000. The one notable exception is Kraków (Cf. Fig.
23). The complex of buildings constructed between the end
of the 10th and the middle of the 11th century on Wawel hill is
unique in central Europe in terms of the number and variety of
architectural solutions (Firlet, Pianowski 2000; 2009; Pianowski
2006; Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 60ff; Sikorski 2012a: 71-85;
Bukowska 2012: 461-463; with further literature). The building in
the best state of preservation is the four-apse rotunda known
as the church of Saint Felix and Adauctus, discovered in the
1920s within the walls of the later castle structures, south
east of the cathedral (Fig. 31). The dating of this building has
been the subject of never-ending debates; most probably the
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rotunda was built at the end of the 10th or at the beginning
of the 11th century. It had an unusual form, reconstructed as
a two-level chapel with four apses and adjacent ‘annexes’ on
the western side, interpreted as a reduced western massif. The
rotunda is regarded as a reliquary chapel; it should also be
noted that a skeletal burial was discovered in the ‘annex’. As
on Ostrów Lednicki, the deceased was buried with a gold ring.
The quadrifoil rotunda stood near another now mysterious structure, which researchers refer to as the ‘church B’
(Fig. 32). The dates of its construction are similar – i.e., late
10th/early 11th century or the middle of the 11th century – but it is
the form that captivates attention. The building is envisaged
as a rotunda with two apses. The only formal analogy for such
a structure is the Great Moravian church from Mikulčice, dated
to the 9th century. Moreover, a skeletal burial was found in the
western apse, also dated to the early 11th century, covered with
a stone slab featuring a carved motif of a cross as a tree of life.
Not much has survived of the first Kraków cathedral,
built after the year 1000. The only elements that have been
found are remains of the foundations of the presbytery and
faint traces of the walls of the main body. Scholars reconstruct
the building as a basilica with a transept. Findings which may
be associated with the first cathedral also include stone slabs
with an interlace ornament discovered in the walls dating from
later stages of extension works in the cathedral. These are
most probably remains of a chancel screen, repurposed as
building material after the first cathedral was dismantled. The
most remarkable of these items is the slab with the Agnus
Dei motif incorporated into the interlace. These so-called
‘Wawel interlaces’ and the gravestone slab mentioned from
‘church B’ are the only known examples of Polish sculpture
from before the middle of the 11th century.
North of the cathedral there stood a rotunda with a single apse, also built in the early 11th century. Relics of another
sacral building (difficult to interpret) have also been found to
the east of the cathedral, beneath the church of Saint Gereon
dated to the second half of the 11th century. The list of early
structures also includes the quadrilateral building with a hallway, uncovered in the arcaded courtyard of the castle, the
remains of a structure that preceded the 12th-century church
of Saint Michael to the south of the cathedral, and ‘pre-Romanesque’ walls which are difficult to interpret but are largely
regarded as the remains of an episcopium.
As mentioned above, the scale and architectural diversity of monumental structures is unparalleled, not only in
Poland. The discoveries themselves raised no controversy,
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but the interpretation of the structures, especially the questions of their origins and founders, has lately become the
subject of discussion (Kubica-Kabacińska 2004; Pianowski
2004; Świechowski 2004; Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 174ff).
Until recently the majority of historians and archaeologists
rejected a priori the possibility that this complex could be
associated with the early-Piast state, connecting the earliest
stone structures in Wawel with Bohemians, who allegedly
ruled Małopolska until the end of the 10th century. This notion
must now be revaluated – the majority of the structures in
Wawel are dated to the end of the 10th century at the earliest.
It must also be reminded that – as relevant literature repeatedly states – no archaeological traces of a permanent Czech
presence in Śląsk and Małopolska have ever been found; to
say nothing of the introduction of administrative and ecclesiastical structures. Bohemian rule in southern Poland is also
questioned on the basis of new critical readings of written
sources, which had previously been regarded as definitive
in this respect. More and more doubts are also voiced in
connection with the – indubitably overstated – role of Czech
influence in the Christianization of the Piast state; the myth of
the 10th-century ‘Slavic empire’ of the Přemyslids stretching
to the upper Bug and Styr was a 20th-century creation and is
now gradually deconstructed.
The ongoing process of verification of the dating of
the earliest Bohemian sacral structures have revealed that in
the early 11th century Hradčany with its three (at most) stone
structures must have looked like a ‘poorer relative’ of Kraków
and that the majority of the churches in Přemyslid strongholds
were not erected before the 11th century (Cf. Frolik et al. 2000;
Boháčova; Varadzin 2011; Tomková 2013; with further literature). The alleged Bohemian origins of the Polish rotundas,
postulated on the basis of earlier research, also seems quite
dubitable in light of the dating of Czech structures and the
recent studies on the reception of this temple type in Europe
(Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 165ff). Again, it should be noted
that structures such as the quadrifoil rotunda or ‘church B’ with
twin apses are unique and that there must have been some –
now indiscernible – ideological reason for their form. What is
perhaps the most plausible theory associates the ‘construction
spurt’ that occurred in Kraków in the early 11th century with the
person of Bolesław I, who pursued a ‘policy of power’ in the
south-eastern fringes of his country and may have wanted to
create a new ideological and political centre for his monarchy,
modelled after Carolingian Aachen and splendid enough to
reflect the ambitions of a ‘friend of the emperor’.
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The construction of the cathedral in Wrocław most likely
began after the year 1000. Remains of walls which can be dated to that period were found after the war, during restoration
works in the cathedral of Saint John. However, the poor state
of preservation stymies attempts at presenting a plausible
reconstruction of the plan of the building (Bukowska 2012:
461: Sikorski 2012a: 99-120; with further literature). The last of
the dioceses established in 1000 – Kołobrzeg – presumably
never got its own cathedral. Excavations in the stronghold
have not yielded any trace of construction works. Historians
generally agree that the diocese in Kołobrzeg ceased to exist
relatively quickly, as Pomerania’s links with the Piast state became weaker (Cf. Sikorski 2012a: 171-172, with further literature).
A surprising discovery was made in the south-eastern ‘fringes’ of Bolesław’s monarchy, in the city of Przemyśl
(Pianowski 2009; Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 17ff; Sikorski
2012a: 141-148; with further literature). In the 1960s archaeologists uncovered the foundations of a rectangular building
axially aligned with a single-apse rotunda (Cf. Fig. 25). The
established dating of the structure (the first decades of the
11th century) raises no questions. The form of the building
resembles the palatial complexes on Ostrów Lednicki and
in Giecz in Wielkopolska, although the internal division of
space in the rectangular residential part is more similar to
Ottonian palaces. The palatium in Przemyśl is interpreted as
a structure that reflected a short-term political need – that of
manifesting the religious and secular authority of Bolesław I.
The ‘message’ was of course directed at Kievan Rus’.
The palatium in Przemyśl is the last on the list of stone
structures that may be associated with the earliest period of
the Piast monarchy. The sacral building discovered in the
stronghold in Kałdus in Chełmno Land is sometimes mentioned in this context, yet the dating and interpretation of the
extant remains raise serious doubts (Chudziak 2003: 85ff;
Sikorski 2012a: 155-166). The strategic and political importance
of the stronghold in Kałdus is beyond question and (as the
example of Przemyśl indicates) monumental structures could
be erected in borderlands solely out of temporary political
necessity. Unfortunately, the dating proposed in publications
and the analysis of the form of the church is difficult to evaluate,
as they were designed to conform with the very questionable
hypothesis that associates the place first with the location of
a pagan centre of cult, then with a missionary station, and
finally with the final resting place of Bruno of Querfurt.
Other administrative centres of the early monarchy bear
neither direct nor indirect traces of the presence of churches.
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The only exception is Kalisz (Baranowski 2004: 295-298, with
further literature). During research conducted in the stronghold
area in Zawodzie the foundations of the 12th-century collegiate church were uncovered. Beneath them archaeologists
discovered mysterious remains of an earlier structure, which
was assumed to be a wooden church from the period of the
Christianization of Poland. However, it must be stressed that
there are no premises for a dating less general than ‘the 11th
century’ and no decisive proof that the structure was indeed
made of wood. On the contrary – the published fragments
of documentation indicate that researchers uncovered foundation trenches that either had been entirely emptied of
building material or constitute a trace of a structure that had
never been completed (Cf. Rodzińska-Chorąży, Węcławowicz
1998: 68-70). We can only state that the stronghold in Kalisz
had a church in the 11th century.
The case of Kalisz is all the more interesting given the
fact that it sparked a kind of a ‘fashion’ for wooden churches. In the ‘millennial’ period, researchers were desperately
searching for stone structures, interpreting even the faintest
of traces (e.g., individual lumps of limestone in the occupation layers of the strongholds) in their favour, whereas their
successors in the 1990s were equally persistent in their hunt
for wooden churches. It is sufficient to mention the already
discussed ‘wooden church on stone foundations’ from Ostrów
Lednicki. The search for wooden churches dating from the
period of Christianization is an interesting phenomenon, akin,
it seems, to the frantic hunt for the Scandinavian presence in
the beginnings of the Polish state. The belief in the existence,
in the 10th and the early 11th centuries, of numerous wooden
churches is an unfortunate result of the lack of reflection on
the character of Christianization, which is perceived as the
process of setting up of a network of parishes imposed topdown, and generally on the aspects specific to Christianization
in the states located at the periphery of the post-Roman world
(Cf. Bartlett 2007, with further literature).
Summing up this brief presentation of the earliest
monumental edifices of the early Piast state, we may follow
Teresa Rodzińska-Chorąży (2000) in asking the question:
“What does stone architecture tell us?”. The first matter to
underline is the distribution of the earliest churches and its
often mentioned formal diversity. Churches were practically
absent from the landscape of Mieszko’s state during the entire first three decades after his baptism. In this period, the
residential-ecclesiastical complex on Ostrów Lednicki, and
the palatium with a chapel in Poznań were built; the construc-
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Fig. 33. Sacral buildings within
the landscape of the early Piast
monarchy (first half of the 11th
century)
1 – cathedral churches
2 – other sacral buildings,
3 – main strongholds.
By M. Trzeciecki, digital
processing by M. Chwiej

tion of the Poznań cathedral had started; the construction of
the palatium in Giecz had started and was left unfinished;
and some kind of a church was most probably under construction in Gniezno. All the above ventures are limited to
the state’s four leading strongholds, all of them located in
relative proximity. At the same time, and regardless of how
the edifices located at the Lednica compound are interpreted,
it is obvious that the construction programme motivated by
liturgical needs went hand in hand with the programme of
demonstrating the investor’s political power. A construction
boom occurred around the year 1000 and referred mostly
to Kraków; the exceptional compound of ecclesiastical and
secular edifices that were constructed there finds no parallel
in the central Europe of the era. The palatium in Przemyśl, the
foundation of the arch-cathedral in Gniezno and most probably of Wrocław cathedral as well, perhaps also of a few more
churches in Wielkopolska, the heart of the country, must be
noted as well (Fig. 33). But the character of those few earliest
ecclesiastical buildings in Poland is not provincial at all. The
Lednica palatium, the quadrifoil and ‘Church B’ on Wawel
hill, and finally the first cathedral in Poznań are all edifices of
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high artistic quality and they all convey a subtle programme
of ideas (Cf. Rodzińska-Chorąży 2009: 291ff; Bukowska 2012:
465-466; 2013: 254ff).
It may thus be stated that, at least in light of the earliest
ecclesiastical architecture, the beginnings of Christianization
seem to have been inseparably linked with the dynasty. The
entire phenomenon seems to have served two fundamental purposes: first, to legitimate the authority of the ruler of
Gniezno in the eyes of his Christian neighbours, chiefly the
Ottonian state; second, to provide the ducal authority with
a strong religious sanction, and the give a monumental setting
to the manifestations of this authority (Michałowski 1993: 24ff;
2010; Dalewski 1996: 28ff; Dobosz 2002: 60ff; Bukowska
2012: 466-467; with further literature). It is possible that one
more issue emerged after the year 1000: the imitatio Imperii,
clearly discernible in the monumental architecture of Wawel
hill. Regardless of the motivation, however, it is obvious that
in the period of interest to us, the adoption of Christianity
occurred solely in the very narrow circle of the ruling dynasty
and the highest dignitaries of the new state, whose ranks
were swiftly joined by the first clergymen active in the region.
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4.2. Transformation of the burial rite, or on how one
went into the afterlife in the early Piast state
According to the scholars’ unanimous opinion, the burial
ritual is an exceedingly sensitive indicator of the process of
Christianization on the level of ‘everyday life’ (Cf. Zoll-Adamikowa 1988; 1997; Brather 2008b; Hilczer-Kurnatowska,
Kara 2002; Štefan 2007; with further literature). Before their
encounter with Christianity, the inhabitants of Polish lands
usually incinerated their dead. The finds of skeleton burials
dating from the period before the middle of the 10th century are
extremely rare and are associated with the peripheries. This
pertains to the bi-ritual cemeteries in western Pomorze, closely
connected with the local craft and trade centres, which were
culturally and ethnically eclectic, and to the small cemetery
of the Magyars in Przemyśl (see: chapter 6). The emergence
of the inhumation rite may therefore be associated with the
direct or indirect influence of Christianity. Various motivations
may have played a role in the dissemination of this ritual; the
religious sanction was probably only one of many reasons.
The fact that the Christian ritual was deemed more prestigious
or better suited to the ostentatious display of social status
may have been of considerable importance.
Skeleton burials appear in the lands of the early Piast
state at the earliest towards the end of the 10th or in the first
years of the 11th century. The few graves located inside the
first churches are the earliest of them. At the head of their list
are the two damaged and emptied graves in the main nave
of the Poznań cathedral, which historians and archaeologists
unanimously consider to have belonged to Mieszko I and
Bolesław I (Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Kara 2004: 59-62; Bukowska
2013: 70ff). The next are the two tombs composed of stone
slabs inside ‘Church II’ at Ostrów Lednicki (Górecki 1996). In
Kraków, graves dating from the same period are the already
mentioned female grave under a stone slab, located in the
western apse of ‘Church II’, and the grave of a man buried
with a gold ring on his finger, located in the western annex of
the quadrifoil (Pianowski 2006: 174-175). In Giecz, a damaged
and robbed grave of a man who was probably buried in chain
mail was discovered close to the northern wall of the church
(Krysztofiak 2004). An empty stone tomb was discovered
in Gniezno cathedral, near the monumental confessio of St.
Adalbert; attempts are being made to ascribe it to the first
archbishop, Radim-Gaudentius (Janiak 2004: 104-105).
The earliest inhumation cemeteries, which are dated
more precisely, mainly on the basis of coins, come from the
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last quarter of the 10th century or from the turn of that century
(Hilczer-Kurnatowska, Kara 2000). This is the dating for the
earliest graves at the Niemcza cemetery in Śląsk (Jaworski
2000: 154-155). In Wielkopolska, the earliest burials at PoznańSołacz and Sowinki are dated to the late 10th century. It cannot
be ruled out that at the cemeteries in Dziekanowice and in
Łubowo near Ostrów Lednicki the dead began to be buried in
the early 11th century (Kara 2009: 268ff; with further literature).
The cemeteries in Kujawy and Chełmno Land: Bodzia, Brześć
Kujawski, Kałdus, Pień, probably Napole and, more to the north,
already in Pomorze, Ciepłe can also be associated with the
beginning of the 11th century (Bogucki 2014; Janowski 2015:
99ff; with further literature). In central Poland, Lutomiersk is
the only cemetery whose foundation can be dated to before
the middle of the 11th century (Grygiel 2014). In Małopolska,
the foundation of the cemetery in Sandomierz is dated to the
early 11th century, but this dating is almost entirely conjectural
(Buko 2008: 262-264).
The list of cemeteries known to us, where inhumation
was practiced during nearly the first hundred years after the
ruler had adopted Christianity, is thus surprisingly short. This
may, of course, result from the state of research. It seems,
however, that this type of cemetery became popular in Poland
only after the middle of the 11th century, and their spread continued even until the 13th century. From the middle of the 12th
century onwards, these cemeteries were gradually replaced
by ones located next to parish churches (Cf. Zoll-Adamikowa
1988: 218-224; Kurnatowska 2002: 263ff).
The first cemeteries with skeleton burials were established in places that were clearly distant not only from
the few churches, but also from the main strongholds. The
graves were characterized by the alternating arrangement of
the bodies (with the heads to the west or east, sometimes to
the north or south); they sometimes had stone framing. They
were furnished with vessels, small items of everyday use,
and ornaments; pieces of weaponry or coins are found less
frequently. These items are usually interpreted as residual
from the pagan era. It seems, however, that the custom of providing the dead with various ‘useful bits and pieces’ appears
together with the inhumation burials. The Slavic cremation
ritual was extremely egalitarian; in the zone to which we are
referring here the only luxury was a clay urn. The presence
of such items as weapons, personal ornaments, vessels, or
knives inside skeleton graves is linked with the need to display
one’s social position both to the participants of the funeral
and to the fellow dwellers in the afterlife. This need is typical
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of situations when the old forms of interaction slowly cease
to function and the new ones are only emerging (Cf. Dulinicz,
Łoźny 1988; Zoll-Adamikowa 1988; Kara 1991; 2009: 268-270).
Did this have anything to do with the conversion to
the new faith? This question is not easy to answer, considering that in those days the Church did not forbid people to
provide the departed with grave goods. Only objects clearly
associated with ‘superstitions’ were banned as gifts for the
road to the afterlife. Items which demonstrated the position
or the social role of the departed person were, in fact, encouraged – witness the crosiers, rings, and chalices found
in the graves of the 11th- and 12th-century bishops and abbots
(Cf. Dąbrowska 1997).
One group of very unusual graves stands out at the
earliest skeleton cemeteries. Their characteristic features are
the large constructions which secure the burial and the rich
furnishings inside. As a rule, the body was placed in a large
rectangular pit, often with wooden walls, the traces of which
are still discernible: for this reason, such graves are often described as “chamber graves” (Janowski 2011; 2015: 17ff; with
further literature). They can appear singly or in small clusters
surrounded with “ordinary” graves. This is the most frequently
encountered arrangement, one evident, for instance, at the
cemeteries in Kałdus, Dziekanowice, and Sowinki. However,
entire cemeteries (usually small ones) have been discovered
where the form and furnishings of all the graves are impressive;
Bodzia and Pień are cases in point. When a person was buried
in a chamber grave, rich furnishings were usually a standard.
A typical set of items found in a well-appointed male grave
includes offensive weapons (a sword, an axe, or a spear),
elements of horse tack (spurs, sometimes stirrups or a bit),
a wooden bucket, and sometimes folding scales with a set of
weights. Female graves were usually provided with a standard
set of ornaments: some S-shaped temple rings, a necklace of
beads made of glass, silver, amber, occasionally of precious
stones, a kaptorga pendant hanging on the neck, sometimes
also clay or wooden vessels.
In Bodzia, where the entire area of the cemetery was
uncovered, a total of 58 graves were researched (Buko (ed.)
2014). They are located in a few parallel rows along an eastwest axis (Fig. 34). A clear majority of grave pits is unusually
large; the most impressive graves, situated in the central row,
were originally surrounded with square fencing. All the bodies
are arranged along the north-south axis; some of them were
laid in the grave inside a casket with iron mounts (Fig. 35).
Most of the female graves were furnished with sets of silver
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and bronze ornaments: temple rings, finger rings, kaptorga
pendants, and bead necklaces (Fig. 36). Male graves furnished
with weapons (a sword, a hammer, a combat knife) were
noteworthy. Entire or fragmented coins were found in most
of the graves, and they provided the basis for the dating of
the cemetery: this began to be used in the very late 10th century and was abandoned in the 1030s. The form and spatial
arrangement at the small cemeteries in Pień and Ciepłe were
most probably similar. The double burial at Kałdus stands out
among the chamber graves discovered at ‘ordinary’ cemeteries; among the other items, the deceased were provided
with bronze bowl and wooden bowls clad in sheet bronze.

Fig. 34. The plan of the burial ground in Bodzia
1 –burial pits from the earlier phase (the end of the 10th century –
1020s), 2 – burial pits from the later phase (the end of the 11th century),
3 – traces of structures surrounding the graves. Source: Buko 2014
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Fig. 35. Bodzia, a male burial furnished with a sword
Source: Buko 2014

The cemetery in Lutomiersk in central Poland stands
out against the background of cemeteries discussed above
(Nadolski, Abramowicz, Poklewski 1959; see also Grygiel
2014). It contained not only skeleton graves, but also cremation graves. Stone frames and slabs covering the grave pits
have been discovered instead of wooden structures. The type
and quality of furnishings did not deviate from the standard
observed in well-appointed graves at other cemeteries which
have been mentioned above; the only exception was the
unusually large amount of elements of horse tack.
The arrangement of these graves is interesting, especially in the context of their ostentatiously rich furnishings. It
is beyond doubt that these are burials of men and women
who belonged to the elite of the nascent state – and yet these
cemeteries are not located in the vicinity of one of the central
strongholds. The exceptions are the cemetery in Dziekanowice, which lies opposite the stronghold on Ostrów Lednicki,
and the cemetery in Kałdus, which was probably established
at the time when a powerful stronghold, which the scholars
consider the central stronghold of Pomorze (a province then
in the process of being subdued by the first Piasts), was under
construction. It is curious that cemeteries with chamber graves
are concentrated along the lower Vistula, in the borderland
of Kujawy, Chełmno Land and Pomorze. The only chamber
graves discovered in Wielkopolska, the core of the state,
are the ones in Sowinki and Dziekanowice. The cemetery in
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Lutomiersk is located in the ‘empty space’ between Greater
and Małopolska. It is therefore not surprising that the debate
as to who exactly was buried in those strange graves, equally
distant from the Christian doctrine as from the pagan ritual,
shows no signs of abating.
Immediately after the first chamber graves were discovered, it was pointed out that some elements of the furnishings
have Scandinavian features. These features were allegedly
discernible in the types of weapons and the ornamentation
of some objects. At the beginning of the 20th century, when
the Ciepłe cemetery was discovered, the reigning hypothesis
was that these were burials of Scandinavian merchants who
were subduing the local population of Slavic ‘savages’. This
interpretation was contested after the Second World War,
partially for political reasons. Nonetheless, scholars were right
in pointing out that the character of the grave furnishings was
eclectic and that graves distinguished by their substantial
structure had been found throughout Europe. Currently, after
the discoveries made in the last years of the 20th century in
Kałdus and recently in Bodzia, the hypothesis concerning the
Scandinavian origins of the people buried there has returned.
The graves are being interpreted as the burials of Normans,
professional warriors who formed the core of Mieszko I’s
retinue and the elite of the nascent state (Cf. Kara 1991; 2014;
Chudziak 2001; 2004; 2013; Buko 2008: 404-414; with further
literature. See also: Rohrer 2009).

4. Christianization, or a modernization project

Fig. 36. Bodzia, silver ornaments from female graves

A kaptorga box. Source: Buko 2014

Silver beads, glass beads. Source: Buko 2014

The entire set of issues concerning chamber graves
would be difficult to summarize here. Yet before we start attaching ethnic labels to the dead, let us consider that chamber
graves constitute an extremely interesting form of the burial
rite, one which appeared in various periods and with varying
intensity in a considerable area of Europe, not only, and not
chiefly, in Scandinavia (Janowski 2011: 264-265; 2013; 2015:
73-80). It seems to be connected mainly with the ‘transitional
period’, with the formation of the early states and their elites,
whose members perceived the need to manifest their status,
be it by ostentatious displays of wealth and power, or be it by
a burial ritual different than the one practiced by ‘commoners’(Cf. Härke 2001; Brather 2008b; with further literature).
It is wrong to draw conclusions regarding the foreign
origins of the person buried in a chamber grave while looking only at the formal analogies to objects discovered inside
his or her grave. It is possible that the ‘idea’ for a chamber
grave was brought to the territories of Poland by the Scandinavians; but this does not automatically mean that only
Scandinavians would have been buried in such graves (Cf.
Sikora 2013; Janowski 2015: 73-78; with further literature). It
is necessary to underline once again: the set of objects with
which the richest chamber burials were furnished is remarkably eclectic; the character of weapon types found in these
graves is interregional; the stylistics of ornaments refers to
models worked out in Moravia and the Bohemian Basin under

influences hailing from the East-Frankish Empire rather than
from Scandinavian art.
To sum up the considerations regarding the transformation of burial rite, it must be stated that the distribution,
chronology, and features of the ritual registered at the earliest
recorded skeleton-burial cemeteries indicate that the pace of
Christianization was very slow indeed. Only a few cemeteries
with skeleton graves are known to date from the period before
the middle of the 11th century; in addition, the features of the
burials and the grave furnishings indicate that the occupants
of these graves were closely connected with the political
and military elites of the early Piast state. In such a case, the
adoption of a new form of rite may have been conditioned
not by the requirements of the newly espoused faith, but by
the need to manifest the newly acquired social status. This
need was effectuated in keeping with models glimpsed in the
neighbouring lands and ‘creatively adapted’ on the spot, which
resulted in the diversity of the local forms of burial. Only the
few burials inside and in the nearest vicinity of the churches,
which, as it seems, were reserved for members of the clergy
and for people directly linked with the ruling dynasty, can be
regarded as strictly Christian. Everything seems to point to
the conclusion that, in the formally Christianized country, the
cremation burial rite dominated at least until the final years
of the 11th century, and in the peripheries for a far longer time
(Cf. Urbańczyk 2012: 275-286, with further literature).
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4.3. Devotional items, or Christianization in the struc- 1030s. The presence of objects of Byzantine origin in this
tures of everyday life
find is worth emphasizing. As a rule, they are interpreted as
traces of the ‘influences of the eastern church’ (without any
The number of objects associated with the Christian cult, dating closer explanation of the phrase) or as booty from Bolesław
from the 10th and 11th century, and discovered in the territory of I’s raids into Rus’ (Cf. Górecki 2013). It must be remembered,
Poland, is very small. The most exceptional group are the finds however, that similar objects of Byzantine origin (reliquaries,
from Ostrów Lednicki, found in the destruct strata of ‘Church combs, church accoutrements) are relatively often found
II’, which was mentioned above (Hilczer-Kurnatowska 2004b: among the furnishings of churches in the East-Frankish Em178-180; Bukowska 2012: 465-466; Górecki 2013; with further pire, especially in those churches which had been founded by
literature). The most valuable of them is the reliquary cross members of the ruling dynasty. It is possible that the Lednica
made of bronze overlaid with gold foil (Fig. 37). Remnants of finds are not an accidental set of spoils of war donated to
a leather holder bearing the image of the Crucifixion were still the stronghold’s church, but a material trace of an attempt to
preserved at the moment of its finding. The reliquary is most imitate the customs of the empire’s elite.
probably of Byzantine origin and all indications point to its
The set of finds discovered in the vicinity of Mieszko I’s
once containing relics of the Holy Cross (Górecki, Wyrwa 2012). conjectural residence in Poznań is also interesting, although
Remnants of bone panels from a reliquary casket, bearing an far more meagre. This set included panels from a reliquary
interlace decoration referring to motifs found in north-Italian casket as well, along with an ancient engraved gem and small
art, a bronze book fitting, a small bronze cross, and a bone ingots of melted gold. They are most probably remnants of
comb (Fig. 38), also of Byzantine origin, come from the same the furnishings of a chapel adjacent to the palatium, which
context. The set is remarkable insofar as it most probably burned down in the 1030s (Kočka-Krenz 2005: 62-64). The
constitutes a relic of the church furnishings preserved in situ; Giecz stronghold also yielded fragments of bone panels from
the church was destroyed together with the stronghold in the a reliquary, as well as a unique find: remnants of a bell cast

Fig. 37. Ostrów Lednicki, the reliquary cross (Stauroteka) discovered
in the ruins of Church II

Fig. 38. Ostrów Lednicki, a bone comb discovered in the ruins of
Church II

Source: Górecki, Wyrwa 2008

Source: Górecki, Wyrwa 2012
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from a high-tin alloy of bronze. The context of these finds is silver cross from Wrocław (Fig. 40) and a lead cross discovered
identical to those of the finds mentioned; they come from the accidentally near Poznań are practically the only objects that
stronghold’s destruct strata dating from the 1030s (Krysztofiak can be associated with the period of interest to us. A small
cross cut out from a coin, discovered at the cemetery in Bod2005: 304-309).
The styluses discovered in the strongholds of Giecz, zia, which has already been discussed here, can be added
Poznań, and Gniezno are undoubtedly associated with church- to this modest list (Duczko 2014). We do not know, however,
men as the only literate persons available at the time. The in what context these objects were used and whether their
unique stylus found in Giecz is especially noteworthy (Fig. owners were aware of their symbolic contents.
39); it is topped with a hand with the fingers arranged in the
The presented set of objects which can be directly
gesture of a blessing (Indycka 2005). Objects attesting to associated with the Christian religion is just as small and
personal devotion are discovered only sporadically. A small eclectic as the religious buildings and types of burials which
were discussed earlier on. All these finds are associated with
specific churches in the state’s central strongholds, and the
objects landed in the soil at a very particular moment: during the destruction of churches caused by the Czechs. This
would be the moment to recall the list compiled by Cosmas,
enumerating the spoils from Gniezno and Poznań that came
to decorate the churches of Prague, but the grounds for its
verification are insufficient. The finds discussed above indicate
that holy relics were a crucial element of the furnishings of
early churches. On the other hand, material traces of the new
faith on the level of the residents’ everyday life are entirely
absent.

Fig. 39. A bronze stylus found in the stronghold in Giecz
Source: Kobusiewicz 2008
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Fig. 40. A bronze cross found during excavation in Ostrów Tumski in
Wrocław
Source: Hinz, Wieczorek 2000
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5. Conclusion

Politics just reflects the underlying reality.
(Fernand Braudel)
It is a difficult task to provide a summary to this outline, which
of necessity is very brief indeed. Most of the weak points in
the discourse of historical archaeology have certainly been
highlighted. An attempt to draw a panorama of the cultural
landscape in the period of the first monarchy by means of
an analysis of the transformations in the stronghold network
indicates how deeply conditioned we are by historical narratives with their tendency toward constructing cause-and-effect
sequences. Perhaps an archaeologist who attempts to study
the beginning of Polish statehood is simply condemned to
follow these narratives. It seems to me, however, that a narrative that would relate the construction of the strongholds
in keeping with the rules of chronology would nevertheless
be open to reflection on issues which the ‘history of events’
deems imperceptible.
The heated debate on precisely what was the state
in the realities of medieval Europe has been going on for
a while (Cf. Davies 2003; Pohl 2006; Tymowski 2008; Posern-Zieliński 2013; Bondarenko 2014; with further literature).
The mechanisms of the economy and the transformations of
social structure were usually pointed to in the past; today, in
contrast, many historians concentrate on the performative
aspects of the rituals of power and incline towards the vision
of a ‘rulership without a state’, as Gerd Althoff (2009) has
recently called the Ottonian kingdom. Archaeology provides
us with an entirely different picture, the picture of Braudel’s
‘underlying reality’. The detailed investigation of palynological
profiles of the lakes of Wielkopolska, settlement analyses, or
calculations of the amount of timber needed to construct the
Grzybowo stronghold imbue the investigation of early states
with materiality. The study of the cradle of the Polish state
in Wielkopolska has shown that in this case the emergence
of a territorial state constituted – to use the sociologists’
phrasing – a mobilization of resources on a scale never encountered before; it was a transformation not so much on the
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level of cultural patterns or social structure, but on the level
of ecology. And, in addition, it was a transformation which
occurred over a period which, at least in the archaeologists’
perception, was very short indeed. The span of time between
the construction of the Grzybowo stronghold and the moment
of issuing the document known as Dagome iudex is more or
less two generations.
The only comparison for the dramatic scale of this
transformation – especially in its initial phase, marked by
wars with the neighbours, mass resettlement movements,
and huge enterprises – are the events which unfolded in
this part of Europe in the first half of the 20th century. In fact,
this may be one of the main reasons why the beginnings of
the Polish state are worth investigating now, as the research
is no longer burdened by the obligation to take a side in the
age-old quarrel of who was here first.
The events which occurred around the middle of the
th
10 century are today assessed as positive, and no wonder –
there emerged a stable state, whose heirs Poles all are, and
our part of the world entered into the domain of the Latin West.
It is worth remembering – and the results of our research often
remind us of this – that the direct participants in these events
(especially those nameless men and women who did not
belong to the elites) must have found the ‘construction of the
foundations of Polish statehood’ a deeply traumatic experience.
If they did not lose their nearest and dearest, if they had not
been sold into slavery or resettled into an unfamiliar place, they
still had to deal with new duties owed to the ruler and with the
new identity that had been imposed on them from above. This
issue is only now beginning to be considered a matter worthy
of scholarly inquiry. Yet it seems to me that archaeology has
every chance to leave the ‘noise of discourse’ to historians
and, instead, to focus on the everyday existences of people
thrown into the whirlwind of grand history – an experience
which most of us find not at all unfamiliar.

5. Conclusion

To conclude, it seems necessary to add a word or two
on the process of Christianization, whose image as emerging
from archaeological analysis seems far more complex than
the simple opposition of paganism versus Christianity. Let
this be stated again: only a few ecclesiastical buildings are
known to date from the period of fifty years after the dynasty
which ruled the country had adopted Christianity. They are
located exclusively in the main strongholds. The earliest
constructions clearly show the tendency towards combining
the religious and the residential functions. Cult objects have
been found only in the vicinity of these buildings and they are
few. The first cemeteries with skeleton burials (excepting the
graves within churches, which were reserved for clergymen
and the members of the dynasty) emerge only in the late 10th
and early 11th centuries, and it would be difficult to consider
them a result of a transformation in the collective awareness
effected by teachings of the Church. On the other hand, these
cemeteries show a clear link to the elites of the young state,
which were forming during this peculiar transformation period
and looking for ways to demonstrate and cement their new,
still undefined status.
In the eyes of the archaeologist, Christianization as
a decision seems to have been initially manifested through
actions intended to make the state’s centre superficially similar
to its Christian neighbours, and above all to the main centres
of the Empire. Following a practice well established in the
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Ottonian monarchy, from the very beginning the Polish Church
was strongly linked, both economically and organizationally,
with the ruling dynasty. In return, it offered the dynasty not
only a membership card in the prestigious club of ‘civilized’
states, but also the previously unknown mechanisms for legitimating their authority ideologically, especially in the eyes
of their neighbours, and the modern patterns of organizing
their rule. It seems that carrying the torch of the new faith
among the subjects was not something with which the ruler,
or his bishop, were initially much concerned (Cf. Moździoch
2011b; Bukowska 2012: 465-467).
But the baptism, and the acquisition of their own metropolis which followed soon after, initiated a process which,
although prolonged, proved irreversible. The foundations of
the ecclesiastical organization survived the crisis of the state
in the 1030s. The true Christianization of Poland began only
after this crisis had been overcome, and the Church itself
became a factor which very powerfully cemented the young
monarchy. In addition, it was the Church that preserved the
memory of the unity of all the lands which in the early 11th century had been ruled by the Piast dynasty. It would be difficult
to ascertain how strongly the heritage of the first monarchy
impacted the formation of the Polish identity. But it cannot
be denied that, in the long run, the decision to convert to the
new faith made by Poland’s first historical ruler determined
the future of the state which he was then just building.
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